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Abstract  I 
 
Abstract 
Organizations more and more attempt to utilize employee survey data for 
evidence-based management (EbM) and organizational change. However, employee 
survey models are often underdeveloped in structure and seldom systematically 
validated, what limits their value for these purposes. The aim of the presented thesis was 
to address this gap with three studies developing, validating and applying the first 
published integrative science-based employee survey process model. Based on a review 
of scientific employee survey models, in the first study, seven potential process models 
are proposed. These models are comparatively tested by applying structural-equation-
modelling to a meta-analytical synthesis of N = 123 meta-analyses from psychology, 
management science and business research. We find evidence for a mediation model with 
two general dimensions of employees’ perceived work environment affecting their job 
attitudes and organizational outcomes. In the second study, this model is validated in 
three large-scale empirical field studies. The studies support causality of the models’ 
structural assumptions as well as its generalizability to an analysis on work unit level. 
With the third study, a case example of working with survey data generated with the 
newly developed model to acquire evidence for EbM in practice is presented. Overall, the 
research contributes to the employee survey literature by developing a first all-around 
scientifically sound employee survey model with validated causal model structure and 
offering first evidence for the relevance of multi-level modeling in employee survey 
models. Further, it contributes theoretically to the understanding of people outcomes and 
organizational adaptability emergence from employees’ work environment perceptions. 
In sum, this thesis provides a survey model with which organizations can apply survey 
data for EbM to improve organizational development and managerial decision-making. 
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Zusammenfassung 
Angesichts sich konstant verändernder politischer und wirtschaftlicher 
Rahmenbedingungen versuchen immer mehr Unternehmen, Daten aus Mitarbeiter-
befragungen als Ausgangspunkt für gezielte Organisationsentwicklung und für Evidenz-
basiertes Management (EbM) zu nutzen. Existierende Messmodelle für Mitarbeiter-
befragungen sind jedoch in ihren strukturellen Annahmen oft unterentwickelt und kaum 
systematisch validiert, was ihren Nutzen für diese Zwecke einschränkt. Ziel der 
vorliegenden Doktorarbeit ist es deshalb, diese Lücke zu schließen und über drei Studien 
das erste integrative wissenschaftliche Strukturmodell für Mitarbeiterbefragungen zu 
entwickeln, zu validieren und in der Praxis beispielhaft für EbM anzuwenden. 
Ausgehend von einem Review aktuell wissenschaftlich publizierter Messmodelle für 
Mitarbeiterbefragungen werden, in Studie 1, sieben potenzielle Strukturmodelle 
deduziert. Auf der Basis einer meta-meta-analytischen Synthese von 123 Meta-Analysen 
aus den Bereichen Psychologie, Management Science und Business Research werden 
diese sieben Modelle deduzierten mittels meta-meta-analytischen Strukturgleichungs-
modellen vergleichend getestet. Die Ergebnisse stützen ein Mediationsmodell, das zwei 
zentrale Dimensionen der wahrgenommenen Arbeitsumgebung beschreibt, die die 
Arbeitseinstellungen von Mitarbeitern und organisationale Leistungsindikatoren 
beeinflussen. Dieses sogenannte Transformation-Transaction Model wird in Studie 2 in 
drei großen Feldstudien empirisch validiert. Die Ergebnisse stützen die Kausalität der 
strukturellen Annahmen des Modells sowie dessen Generalisierbarkeit für Auswertungen 
und Analysen auf Abteilungsebene. Zuletzt präsentiert Studie 3 als Anwendungsbeispiel, 
wie aus Mitarbeiterbefragungsdaten, die auf Basis des neu entwickelten Modells erhoben 
wurden, in der Praxis Evidenz für EbM generiert werden kann. Zusammengefasst leistet 
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die vorliegende Doktorarbeit einen wichtigen Beitrag zur Mitarbeiterbefragungsliteratur, 
indem sie ein erstes wissenschaftlich fundiertes Mitarbeiterbefragungsmodell mit 
validierter kausaler Modellstruktur entwickelt und darüber hinaus erste Hinweise für die 
Relevanz von Multilevel-Modellierung in Mitarbeiterbefragungsmodellen liefert. 
Theoretisch trägt die Arbeit ferner zu einem vertieften Verständnis davon bei, wie die 
Wahrnehmungen der Arbeitsumgebung von Mitarbeitern deren Arbeitseinstellungen und 
die Anpassungsfähigkeit der Organisation beeinflussen können. Insgesamt, wird mit dem 
Transformation-Transaction Model ein Mitarbeiterbefragungsmodell präsentiert, über das 
Organisationen Befragungsdaten zielgerichtet für EbM verwenden können, um ihre 
Organisationsentwicklung zu fördern und Management-Entscheidungen zu verbessern. 
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1 General Introduction 
Change and unpredictability are an ever-present reality in modern society and 
modern organizations. Especially, market and political environments are changing fast 
these days. Innovative ideas, so called “disruptive technologies” (Christensen, Horn, & 
Johnson, 2008), “transform their industries” (Finz-enz, 2010, p. 3). Within such 
challenging environments, it helps organizations to display adequate agility in order to 
remain adaptable to change. Enabling organizations to adapt quickly to change is a task of 
modern Human Resource (HR) management. Acquiring and developing talent and 
installing recurring feedback instruments and mechanisms to quickly learn are just some 
of HR managements levers to promote organizational adaptability. Despite growing 
pressure for HR departments to prepare their organizations for disruptive changes, HR 
management and practice has not fully aligned to tackle the new demands (Finz-enz, 
2010). To meet these challenges, more and more companies’ HR departments attempt to 
introduce data and evidence driven management (Bersin, 2016; Galbraith, 2014) through 
approaches like “evidence-based management” (EbM). With EbM they try to make use of 
available evidence and data analytics to reduce managing by feelings in favor of deciding 
based on information (e.g., Rousseau, & Gunia, 2016; Strohmeier, & Piazza, 2015; Shah, 
Irani, & Sharif, 2017). Successful implementation of evidence-based management in HR 
requires access to relevant and accurate people data (Bersin, 2016; Finz-enz, 2010). 
Regularly these contain basic metrics like “total head count”, “time to hire”, “retention 
rate”, “compensation” and sometimes employees’ performance evaluations. A key 
internal data provider for evidence-based management (Bersin, 2016), however is often 
overlooked within these systems and by HR management - the employee survey.  
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Employee surveys, that are conducted by over 75 % of all large companies in the 
US and Germany (Hossiep & Frieg, 2013; Wiley, 2010), can provide insights extending 
beyond the basic HR data and into the “black box” of human perception, evaluation, 
processing and emergence of behavior. By surveying individual perceptions of a wide 
range of elements of the work environment as well as each employees’ job attitudes and 
sometimes even behavioral intentions, well-designed employee surveys can expose the 
missing link in the value creation chain between organizational investments constituting 
the organizational work environment and organizational performance (e.g., Kraut, 2006; 
Wiley, 2010). Furthermore, regular employee surveys are a HR instrument that already is 
key to fostering organizational adaptability by periodically initiating organizational 
change processes with their results (e. g. Borg, 2014; Domsch, & Ladwig, 2013; Kraut, 
2006).  
To realize the potential of an employee survey for evidence-based management 
and organizational development it has to be thoughtfully designed. If based on a 
scientifically sound theoretical model, an employee survey can integrate generalizable 
scientific knowledge with locally generated organization-specific data (Mauersberger, 
Kugler, & Brodbeck, 2017).  
Employee survey models describe, which elements of the employees perceived 
work environment should be measured and how they relate to and affect their job attitudes 
and finally organizational outcomes. Researchers, however, repeatedly noted that existing 
employee survey measurement models often lack either a well-grounded theoretical 
underpinning or a sound empirical foundation (e.g., Borg & Mastrangelo, 2008; Burke, 
2017; Di Pofi, 2002; Mauersberger et al., 2017). Especially the relationships between the 
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to be measured concepts and relevant external outcomes, the structural assumptions of 
employee survey models as well as their causal nature, are seldom specified and hardly 
ever empirically validated (Di Pofi, 2002; Mauersberger et al., 2017). To know how 
different variables of the model interact and via which process and processing they 
influence organizational performance, however, is necessary to draw valid and 
generalizable conclusions on linkages and levers from the employee surveys results 
(Kraut, 2006). Therefore, for evidence-based management a well-validated employee 
survey process model is needed, that attempts to measure all variables relevant for the 
organization and HR practice. 
Aiming to contribute to this important specification and validation gap in 
employee survey model literature, the presented thesis develops and for the first time 
validates a structural employee survey measurement model and, thereby, improves 
employee surveys value for evidence-based management. To set a basis for this endeavor, 
the following chapters will provide background information on the concept of evidence-
based management (Chapter 1.1), employee surveys in general (Chapter 1.2) and 
culminate in a brief overview of the research conducted in this work in Chapter 1.3. 
1.1 Evidence-based Management and HRM  
Evidence-based management (EbM) means translating principles based on best 
evidence into organizational principles (Rousseau, 2006, p. 256). Its aim is to develop 
managers into experts and enable them to make organizational decisions based on social 
science and organizational research and less based on personal preference and 
unsystematic experience (Rousseau & Gunia, 2016; Rousseau, 2006).  
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Decision quality is a direct function of availability, reliability and validity of 
information used as the decision’s basis. By improving information quality and managers 
understanding of organizational research and scientific methods, EbM enables higher-
quality managerial decisions and yields outcomes more in line with organizational goals 
(Rousseau, 2006). Ultimately better decision-making, representing a comparative 
advantage for companies and managers over their less competent counterparts, is 
achieved (Rousseau, 2006). 
To achieve the highest information quality EbM advocates bringing together 
generalizable knowledge regarding cause-effect connections derived from scientific 
methods with analyzing local or organization specific data to generate local evidence (e. 
g. Brodbeck, 2008; Pfeffer & Sutton, 2006; Rousseau, 2006). Resulting is a synthesis of 
generalizable and local evidence referred to as “big ‘E’ evidence” (generalizable 
knowledge) and “little ‘e’ evidence” (local evidence). With this two-sided perspective 
EbM manages the balancing act of neither pretending that one size fits all, by only 
looking at scientific generalizable knowledge, nor falling victim to the uniqueness 
paradox (Martin, Feldman, Hatch, & Sitkin, 1983), which describes the erroneous 
tendency of businesses to belief that particulars of the organization, its practices and 
problems are special and unique (Rousseau, 2006; Sackett, Straus, Richardson, 
Rosenberg, & Haynes, 2000). 
To implement EbM, at first ways of getting access to and learning about evidence 
have to be established. This includes creating pathways to infuse evidence, e. g. via 
academic journals, into the organization, training managers to value and recognize 
evidence, as well as acquiring local data to generate “little e evidence”. Second, a culture 
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of evidence-based decision making has to be developed. And third, processes that 
constantly reevaluate currently accepted evidence have to be installed. According to 
Denise Rousseau (2006), the following features characterize well-established EbM: 
• Learning about cause-effect connections in professional practices; 
• Isolating the variations that measurably affect desired outcomes; 
• Creating a culture of evidence-based decision making and research participation; 
• Using information-sharing communities to reduce overuse, underuse, and misuse 
of specific practices; 
• Building decision supports to promote practices the evidence validates, along with 
techniques and artifacts that make the decision easier to execute or perform (e. g. 
checklists, protocols, or standing orders); 
• Having individual organizational, and institutional factors promote access to 
knowledge and its use. 
EbM has a long history. Already Barnard (1938) promoted the development of a 
natural science of organization. Since then however science and practice struggled to 
connect due to missing visions and models how to do so (Rousseau, 2006). The first 
domain that effectively institutionalized evidence-based practice is medicine. About 40 
years ago patients were treated by physicians based mostly on tradition acquired often 
dating back tenths of years and individual experience, what resulted in a rise of troubling 
variation in treatment quality. “Underlying this issue was the tendency for medical 
schools to teach their own specific approaches to clinical problems, without clear (or at 
least explicit) links to scientific evidence” (Rousseau & Gunia, 2016). Today extensive 
infrastructures, like the U.S. National Institutes for Health and Institute for Medicine or 
the Cochrane Collaboration, promote evidence-based health care, by providing accessible 
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up-to-date information on evidence regarding diagnosis, diseases, health issues, 
medication etc. for doctors all across the globe.   
Contrary to medicine, the “research-practice gap” in management remains quite 
big (Finz-enz, 2010; Rousseau & Gunia, 2016; Rousseau, 2006). Research findings have 
not transferred well into the workplace. Managers still mostly rely on personal experience 
and exclude more systematic knowledge. Looking for evidence as decision guidance they 
often follow bad advice from business books or consultants based on questionable 
evidence. As Rousseau (2006, p. 257f) depicts it: “Because Jack Welch or McKinsey says 
it, that doesn’t make it true. (Several decades of research on attribution bias indicate that 
people have a difficult time drawing unbiased conclusions regarding why they are 
successful, often giving more credit to themselves than the facts warrant. Management 
gurus are in no way immune.)” 
Especially in the HR sector changing towards management decision making 
processes based on information and scientific knowledge rather than on intuition or gut 
feeling is a long overdue development (Finz-enz, 2010; Strohmeier & Piazza, 2015). 
Floating on the global “big data” trend wave, that started about seven years ago (Bersin, 
2016; Rousseau & Gunia, 2016), companies and HR teams across the globe slowly but 
surely recognize the valuable information organizational research and data analytics offer 
for decision making in management (Bersin, 2016; Galbraith, 2014). Terms like “HR 
analytics”, “people analytics”, “talent analytics”, “HR intelligence” or “big data in HR” 
(hereinafter together referred to as “people analytics”), have become current buzzwords in 
popular HR literature, with all the risk of triteness and superficiality that buzzword status 
conveys (Rousseau, 2006). The common understanding of these buzzwords is probably 
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best summarized as non-theory-driven analytics of HR data to gather local or organization 
specific evidence relevant for management decisions. Thus, comparing people analytics to 
EbM a significant difference becomes apparent. While people analytics focus mainly on 
generating local evidence, EbM extends this approach by including generalizable 
knowledge regarding cause-effect connections derived from scientific methods and a 
general scientific theory-driven and epistemological approach to generating local 
evidence. People analytics therefore may be seen as a part of the “small e evidence” 
subfield of evidence-based management.  
Bersin (2016) studied the current usage of people analytics in different industries 
and found, that only a small set of advanced companies (4 %) were already analyzing 
people-related data in a strategic way and claims that these were making far better 
decisions in recruiting, promotion or pay. Based on his studies he developed a maturity 
model for analytics, establishing four maturity levels. Starting with “operational 
reporting” (level 1) and “advanced reporting” (level 2) and ranging up to “advanced 
analytics” (level 3) and “predictive analytics” (level4). 86 % of the studied companies 
people analytics so far did not exceed “advanced reporting”, leaving a huge potential for 
these companies to improve (for percentages and explanation of levels see Figure 1.1).   
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Figure 1.1. Talent Analytics Maturity Model (Bersin, 2016). 
HR units planning to make the large step from a conventional reporting towards 
more proficient people analytics and EbM and challenge the need of organizations for a 
disruptive human capital management technology based on analytics (Finz-enz, 2010), 
need access to the right data and HR metrics and have to be able to correctly interpret 
them (Finz-enz, 2010; Strohmeier & Piazza, 2015). With HR data warehouses, that 
provide a single system of record for basic HR metrics, in place today at most companies 
(Bersin, 2016) there is a powerful foundation available for evidence-based management in 
HR. Enriching this data with more complex and advanced HR metrics, like employee 
survey data depicting employee’ perceptions and attitudes forming their behavior, enables 
HR management to support decision makers all across the organization with valuable 
evidence and improve decision quality to a great extent. 
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1.2 Employee Surveys 
Employee surveys also referred to as organizational surveys or engagement 
surveys are commonly defined as “systematic process of data collection designed to 
quantitatively measure specific aspects of an organizational member’s experience as it 
relates to work” (Church & Waclawski, 1998, p. 4). This however is a broad definition, 
which can apply even to very specific surveys in an organization like internal customer 
survey for example. The large mostly full census employee surveys this work focuses on, 
are probably best defined by Bungard and Jöns (1997, p. 6, translated by Mauersberger, 
2012) as an HR instrument that is implemented by the board in agreement with the works 
council in the following way: “All, or a sample of employees will be surveyed with a 
more or less standardized questionnaire. The participation of the staff is voluntary and the 
survey results cannot be traced back to individual’s answers. The goal of an employee 
survey is the systematic analysis of the employees’ attitudes and expectations. Results 
will be presented to the employees, and the data analysis will lead to the identification of 
focus areas for improvement. The actions that are derived from an employee survey can 
be evaluated in the following survey. Therefore, an employee survey serves as an 
instrument for continuously improving the organization.” 
Employee surveys are wide spread, if not universal among large companies 
(Kraut, 2006; Wiley, 2010). A poll of leading survey firms in the USA by the Kraut 
Associates (2003) indicated that probably over 75 % of the Fortune 1000 companies 
conduct employee surveys regularly. In a survey of 249 of the most profitable German 
companies Hossiep and Frieg (2008, 2013) 80 % reported to have at least once conducted 
an employee survey. 64 % indicated to conduct employee surveys regularly. Hossiep and 
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Frieg (2013) argue this percentage will probably increase in the future, as best practice 
drips down from the most profitable companies to smaller and less profitable ones.  
Types of Employee Surveys. Since their upcoming in the 1950s the focus of 
employee surveys has changed substantially. Borg and Mastrangelo (2008) identified five 
different types of employee surveys that were developed in the last decades, each with its 
own purpose, method, and type of integration. These five types are described in detail 
Table 1.1. 
Table 1.1 
Main types of Employee Surveys Models (Borg & Mastrangelo, 2008, p. 10) 
Type Purpose Embedding 
Employee poll Understand how employees/groups 
see things 
Wait and see, then decide on further 
actions 
Benchmarking employee 
survey 
Compare employees’ attitudes and 
perceptions with those in other 
organizations 
Repeat regularly to see trends 
Climate employee survey 
(of the “shop floor”) with 
feedback 
Improve climate and satisfaction, fix 
“local” problems 
Non. The employee survey is a 
standalone, singular project that is 
run from time to time 
Unfreeze-and-involve 
management program 
Improve satisfaction and 
performance, involving all 
employees and levels 
Repeat regularly, build follow-up 
processes, empower managers and 
employees to use results. 
Systemic employee 
survey 
Measure soft factors to improve 
management 
Integral part of the management 
system (e.g., bonus allocation), 
linked with other business data.  
 
The development of the main survey types can be understood as an advancement 
up to the systemic or strategic employee survey, although all of them are still in use today 
and can have their very own indication. Paralleling Borg and Mastrangelo’s (2008) 
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observation, Kraut (2006) acknowledged that since the early 2000s the focus of employee 
surveys has changed away from pure attitude and opinion survey towards a broader focus 
on organizational functioning and performance. More and more organizations recognize 
the critical influence of employee-based factors on a large variety of organizational 
performance indicators, like the success or failure of organizationally-driven change 
programs (Shah, Irani, & Sharif, 2017), for individual job performance (e.g., Judge, 
Thoresen, Bono, & Patton, 2001; Meyer, Stanley, Herscovitch, & Topolnytsky, 2002; 
Rich, Lepine, & Crawford, 2010), innovation (e.g., Büschgens, Bausch, & Balkin, 2013; 
Eisenbeiss, van Knippenberg, & Boerner, 2008) and even profit and productivity (e. g. 
Whiteman, van Rooy, & Viswesvaran, 2010; Harter, Schmidt, & Hayes, 2002). 
Attempting to harness these factors systemic employee surveys best tap the full potential 
of an employee survey. They base on models linking employee attitudes and perception to 
an organizations bottom-line performance and are embedded as an integral part of the 
management systems such as performance appraisal (Bungard, Müller, & Niethammer, 
2007). If scientifically substantiated, these models allow valid and reliable measurement 
of core concepts, derivation of hypotheses and interpretation of locally generated survey 
data based on scientifically generalizable knowledge for evidence-based management in 
practice.    
Purpose of Employee Surveys. As their different types indicate, employee surveys 
can serve many purposes ranging from assessment to driving organizational change 
(Kraut, 2006; cf. Table 1.1). Employee surveys are a way of involving employees’ and 
their knowledge as a resource in strategic decision-making and the implementation of the 
following changes (Borg, 2003a). Their content topics vary depending on their specific 
purpose, but usually are comprised of various concepts of organizational behavior such as 
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leadership, job attitudes, and working conditions (Borg, 2003a). Most companies are 
planning employee surveys with a business purpose in mind, such as the EFQM 
certification, assessing employees’ opinions on a newly implemented strategy 
(Mauersberger, 2012) or driving continuous organizational development and change 
(Deitering, 2006). While of course employee surveys can have several purposes, most 
tend to have only one or few (Kraut, 2006). Smith (2003) and Kraut (2006) provided 
comprehensive lists of the miscellaneous purposes’ employee surveys can have. Taken 
together they are: 
• Document corporate experience. Survey results are often the only 
contemporaneous documented evidence of employee’s attitudes and opinions at a 
certain point in an organizations history. 
• Pinpoint areas of concern. Diagnosing organizational situations similar to an 
annual heath checkup – a broad attempt to find out how things are going.  
• Observe long-term trends. This is a follow-up to see if any changes have occurred 
since the previous survey. This can evolve into a way of life to continually seek 
organizational improvement. 
• Monitor program impact. Attempting to see if attitudes changed in response to 
organizational changes, for example in compensation or training. 
• Add a communication channel. Especially in big firms, as a broad, disciplined and 
periodic tool surveys aid in upward communications from employees. The type of 
questions asked also send a powerful message downward about managements 
concerns. For example, the extent to which a survey quantifies corporate values, 
especially relating to the treatment of employees, establishes managerial discipline 
regarding them.  
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• Gain input for future decisions. Surveys can be used to make decisions by getting 
employee preferences on topics like training programs, flextime schedules and 
other aspects of organizational life. 
• Conduct organizational behavior research. Surveys aid our understanding of 
factors that have an impact on issues like employee turnover, service quality or job 
performance and can predict organizational outcomes.  
• Drive and measure organizational change. Surveys provide useful measures of 
success that can guide changes, such as work/family or quality initiatives, 
customer satisfaction emphasis or merger and acquisitions. As a feedback loop for 
managers employee surveys reveal needs for action and enable to take pinpoint 
improvement measures. Merely asking about certain concepts heightens they 
visibility and importance. Survey results can assess progress and provide further 
leverage.  
Overall, the value of employee surveys for companies, thus, is their potential to 
improve organizational functioning in general (Kraut, 2006). The data they generate can 
serve as organizational diagnosis (Bungard, Müller, & Niethammer, 2007), identify effect 
mechanisms and sources of or levers to change organizational problems (e.g., Kraut, 
2006) and aid in development of change programs (e.g., Burke, 2017; Church & Oliver, 
2006; Kraut 2006). Precondition to validly derive all these conclusions from employee 
survey results, however, is that the survey is based on a scientifically substantiated model. 
At first, it is essential that the model comprises and thus indicates to practitioners 
all constructs that are relevant for employees’ attitudes and performance, while still being 
parsimonious enough to be applied in practice with a justifiable number of items (cf. 
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American Educational Research Association, American Psychological Association, & 
National Council on Measurement in Education, 1999). If relevant concepts of factors are 
neglected, conclusions from data analyses might be biased, sources of organizational 
phenomena might not be attributable and effect mechanisms and processes how 
employees perceived work environment influences job attitudes and performance 
outcomes might not be identifiable.   
 Second, the models’ operationalization of these concepts must allow to reliably 
and validly measure them. This assures that the concepts really exist and actually are 
measured (cf. American Educational Research Association et al., 1999).  
Third, the models’ structure, meaning its assumption about the relationships 
between its components and external outcomes, need to be validated as well (cf. American 
Educational Research Association et al., 1999). Only a validated structure allows to derive 
hypotheses and conclusions on organizational functioning, cause-effect relationships and 
consequently change levers from survey results. 
To be able to tap this potential of employee surveys and use the data they generate 
for evidence-based management in practice, it, thus, at first is necessary to apply 
evidence-based management yourself and build on scientific literature, methods and 
evidence to choose or develop a scientifically substantiated employee survey 
measurement model. For many years now, scholars argue, that science-based survey and 
their embedding in management systems represent the future of employee survey in 
organizations (e.g., Borg, 2014; Domsch & Ladwig, 2013; Kraut, 2006; Smith, 2003). 
According to Hossiep and Frieg (2013, p. 63), however, less than 20 % of the companies 
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conducting regular employee surveys consult scientific sources when developing their 
survey questionnaires and items.  
This gap might originate from three issues of the current employee survey model 
landscape. First, as most HR consultancies offer employee surveys as part of their 
portfolio, the internet is flooded by employee survey models, for which, if at all publicly 
available, communications and publications do not or are not transparent enough to meet 
scientific standards. Identifying the few scientifically published survey models in the 
haystack, thus, represents a huge challenge for practitioners. Second, many scientific 
survey models are complex to understand and require a lot, sometimes beyond 100, 
survey items to be covered completely (cf. Burke, 2017; Mauersberger, et al., 2017). As 
organizations often see time employees need to fill out surveys as time lost to work, they 
are usually not willing to conduct long surveys. Third, as mentioned earlier, scholars 
repeatedly noted, that even the existing “scientific” employee survey models seem to lack 
either a well-grounded theoretical underpinning or a sound empirical foundation (e.g., 
Borg & Mastrangelo, 2008; Burke, 2017; Di Pofi, 2002; Mauersberger et al., 2017), 
potentially making even them not fully suited to use survey data generated for evidence-
based management.  
1.3 Research Overview 
The primary aim of my thesis is to address these issues and develop an integrative 
science-based employee survey process model that can tap the huge potential employee 
survey data offers for evidence-based management in organizations. With this work, I rise 
to the occasion and develop an employee survey measurement model valuable for 
researches and practitioners alike, and make an essential step towards closing the 
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research-practice gap in the field of employee surveys. After an introduction into 
employee surveys and evidence-based management in Chapter 1, in the next chapters, the 
development, validation and practical application of this employee survey measurement 
model will be described: 
In Chapter 2, the first paper of my thesis entitled “Developing and Testing a 
Sound Structural Measurement Model for Employee Surveys: The Transformation-
Transaction (TFTA) Model” is presented. In the paper, we review existing scientific 
employee surveys models and derive seven potential structural survey models from their 
strengths and shortcomings. Thereafter, we competitively tested these models 
synthesizing meta-analytic evidence with meta-meta-analytic structural equation 
modeling (MMASEM), resulting in a single model representing a close approximation of 
the true relationships. With this model, we introduce the first ever published employee 
survey measurement model with a meta-analytically validated model structure. 
In Chapter 3, the second paper of my thesis entitled “Testing Causality and 
Multilevel Effects in a Sound Structural Employee Survey Measurement Model” is 
presented. We explore if the newly developed survey model and its causal structural 
assumptions hold true in practice. Further, generalizability of its assumptions to higher 
levels of analysis is tested. Three large-scale empirical field studies support the model’s 
validity, its causal assumptions, and generalizability to higher levels of analysis 
empirically. Thereby Chapter 3 presents the first systematic analysis of causality and 
multi-level generalizability for employee survey models.    
In Chapter 4, the third paper of my thesis and a case example for employee survey 
data-based evidence-based management in practice entitled “EbM in Practice: The Loss 
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and Gains from Increased Span of Control. An Empirical Analysis of its Effects on 
Subordinates´ Perceived Supervisor Support and Overall Job Attitude” is presented. It 
represents a real-life case example of building on survey data generated with the newly 
developed model to conduct evidence-based management in practice. We describe how a 
company approached us to analyze the potential impact increasing their span of control in 
management teams might have on team members’ job attitudes. Further, it is lined out, 
how scientific literature was consulted to derive hypotheses and tested with employee 
survey data. At last, the consequences drawn by the company from the evidence presented 
are described.  
In Chapter 5, a general discussion of the research presented in the previous 
chapters is provided. In particular, the main results are discussed, and the most important 
contributions to employee survey model literature, organizational adaptability and other 
research domains are being highlighted. Finally, limitations as well as important 
implications for future research and praxis are presented. 
Overall, with my thesis I aim to develop and validate an integrative science-based 
employee survey process model that can support organizations in their struggle to 
constantly adapt to a changing environment by providing insights into the “black box” of 
human perception, evaluation, processing and emergence of behavior. The developed 
model enables practitioners to tap the potential employee survey data offers for evidence-
based management, to identify levers for goal-directed change and for development of 
change programs.  
An overview of the research presented in my thesis is shown in Figure 1.2. 
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Figure 1.2. Research overview of the present thesis. 
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 2 Developing and Testing a Sound Structural Measurement Model for Employee 
Surveys: The Transformation-Transaction (TFTA) Model1  
 
2.1 Abstract 
Organizations more and more utilize employee survey data for evidence-based 
management and organizational change. However, employee survey models are often 
underdeveloped in structure and seldom systematically validated. A scientific approach 
suggests making theoretically substantiated assumptions about what to measure and about 
how constructs interact with each other and relate to people and organizational outcomes. 
Based on a review of scientific employee survey models, we propose seven possible 
structural measurement models. These models were comparatively tested by applying 
structural-equation-modelling (SEM) to a meta-analytical synthesis of N = 123 meta-
analyses (i.e. MMASEM) from the domains of industrial and organizational psychology, 
management science and business research. We find strong evidence for a two-
dimensional mediation model of work environment characteristics and work attitudes, as 
perceived by employees and managers, which relate to organizational outcome variables. 
The tested model can be used in organizations to improve people and organizational 
outcomes by specifying directions for organizational development (OD). Routes of future 
research for strengthening evidence-based approaches to employee surveys and OD are 
discussed in the light of the theories reviewed and the findings reported.   
 
                                                             
1 The review and meta-meta-analysis presented in this chapter has been presented at the “33rd Annual 
Conference of the Society of Industrial and Organizational Psychology (SIOP)” in April 2018 in Chicago, IL, 
USA. An adapted version of this chapter has been submitted to the Academy of Management Journal.  
Professor Felix C. Brodbeck supervised this research and is the second author of this work. When using the 
term “we”, I refer to Felix C. Brodbeck and myself.   
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2.2 Introduction 
Nowadays, market environments for organizations are changing unprecedentedly 
fast (Bennett & Lemoine, 2014) where “disruptive technologies” (Christensen et al., 
2008) can transform whole industries within a few years (Finz-enz, 2010). For instance, 
Amazon reinvented book selling, Spotify revolutionized the music business and Uber is 
on its way to substitute professional taxi services by private entrepreneurs. Within this 
challenging environment organizations have to remain adaptable to change to stay 
successful and on top of the technology curve.  
In an attempt to enable their organizations to adapt more quickly many HR and 
OD departments are exploring big data methodology (viz. people analytics, business 
analytics, Bersin, 2015; Fitz-enz, 2010) and principles of evidence-based management 
(EbM; Rousseau, 2006; Shah, Irani, & Sharif, 2017). In people analytics and business 
analytics local data is systematically analyzed to generate local evidence as guidance for 
decision-making. Taking it a step further, EbM grounds analytics of local data on existing 
scientific evidence and theoretical reasoning to make use of best available evidence. 
Thereby “eminence-based” or “eloquence-based” (cf. Isaacs & Fitzgerald, 1999) as well 
as “feeling-based” management (Brodbeck, 2008; Pfeffer & Sutton, 2006; Rousseau & 
Gunia, 2016) can be discounted.  
A key internal data provider for business analytics and EbM, however, is often 
overlooked - the employee survey. Employee surveys describe a “systematic process of 
data collection designed to quantitatively measure specific aspects of an organizational 
member’s experience as it relates to work” (Church & Waclawski, 1998, p. 4). Conducted 
regularly by most large companies in Europe and the US (Hossiep & Frieg, 2013; Wiley, 
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2010), they can provide insights extending beyond basic HR data and into the “black box” 
of employees’ work environment perceptions, attitudes and the emergence of 
“organizational behavior” as a whole. Thus, employee surveys can expose the missing 
link in the value creation chain between organizational investments constituting the 
organizational work environment and organizational performance (Burke, 2017; Fitz-enz, 
2010; Kraut, 2006; Wiley, 2010). Furthermore, regular employee surveys are a basic HR 
instrument that is key to fostering organizational adaptability and enable organizational 
change by giving feedback and initiating follow-up change processes (e.g., Borg, 2014; 
Burke, 2017; Church, Golay, Rotolo, Tuller, Shull, & Desrosiers, 2012; Kraut, 2006). All 
in all, employee surveys provide information for managerial decisions for improving 
organizational functioning (Kraut, 1996) and therefore represent a tool perfectly suited to 
help HR departments to prepare their companies for the volatile political and market 
environments as well as potential future disruptive changes (cf. Fitz-enz, 2010; Kraut, 
2006).  
To realize the potential of an employee survey for EbM and organizational 
development it has to be thoughtfully designed, for example, by developing a 
scientifically substantiated measurement model, for which generalizable scientific 
knowledge (big “E” evidence, cf. Rousseau, 2006: 260) and locally generated 
organization-specific data (little “e” evidence, cf. Rousseau, 2006: 260) is integrated with 
worldwide data (Mauersberger et al., 2017). There are various theoretical models 
available which can serve as a basis for questionnaire design, data analysis, and reporting 
of employee surveys as well as action planning based on employee surveys (Borg & 
Mastrangelo, 2008). Researchers however repeatedly noted, that many of the existing 
employee survey measurement models lack either a well-grounded theoretical 
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underpinning or a sound empirical foundation or even both (Borg & Mastrangelo, 2008; 
Mauersberger et al., 2017). This is a worrisome observation.  
Obviously, a well-grounded theoretical underpinning represents the minimum 
requirement for measurement models of any kind. Only a well-elaborated theoretical 
foundation of a measurement model allows researches and practitioners to understand 
what exactly is to be measured with which purpose and thus gives first confidence, that 
the proposed measures might be able to transfer actual empirical relatives into adequate 
numerical relatives. As Kurt Lewin (1951: 162) put it: “… there is nothing so practical as 
a good theory.” However, a theoretical model can only be useful, when it has been made 
subject to extensive empirical testing and validation. For employee survey purposes this 
includes validation of (a) the models’ specification of what constructs of relevance for 
people and organizational outcomes are to be measured and (b) the relationships and 
interactions of its variables, constituting the models structure.  
Especially the structure of survey models is often insufficiently specified and lacks 
sound validation, an omission that several times has been directed towards future theory 
development and testing - which is still pending (e.g., Burke, 2017; Di Pofi, 2002; 
Mauersberger et al., 2017). To know how the different variables of a model interact and 
via which process they influence organizational outcomes, however, is essential for 
drawing valid and generalizable conclusions from the employee surveys results, for 
example, about linkages and levers for organizational change and development (Kraut, 
2006). Furthermore, when lacking meta-analytic validation, employee survey models’ 
constructs might not be completely well-defined, developed and measured and, thus, 
eventually less generalizable internationally, across industries and companies. 
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Practitioners working with insufficiently validated models might yield misleading survey 
results, erroneous decision-making and in the end insufficient business performance.  
The objective of this paper is to review existing employee survey measurement 
models and identify their concordance, strengths as well as their particular shortcomings. 
Based on the measurement models identified, we synthesize seven potential survey 
structure models that are likely depicting the structure of the relationships between 
characteristics of the perceived work environment and their influences on individual and 
organizational outcome variables. We also analyze how well these models suit all 
requirements their use for EbM brings with it. Finally, we test the synthesized models 
comparatively by applying meta-meta-analytic structural equation modeling (MMASEM) 
to a data set of N = 123 meta-analyses covering all relevant content facets modern 
employee surveys should comprise.  
2.3 Reviewing Major Employee Survey Measurement Models  
For reviewing employee survey models, quality criteria for their soundness need 
to be established. These are described next. Thereafter, we describe the search criteria and 
the procedure chosen for identifying the most suitable scientific survey models. Finally, 
the models obtained are clustered into altogether four different model types on the basis 
of their structural differences and similarities and briefly described and discussed one by 
one with respect to the quality criteria described in the outset.  
2.3.1 Quality Criteria for Sound Employee Survey Measurement Models 
Gliner, Morgan, and Leech (2009) suggested applying the standards established by 
the American Educational Research Association, American Psychological Association, & 
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National Council on Measurement in Education (1999) when determining an instrument´s 
validity. Combining these standards with known drawbacks of existing employee survey 
models we derive five quality criteria for employee survey measurement models: 
Evidence based relations to other variables, evidence-based content, evidence-based 
structure, evidence based international measurement equivalence, and an easy 
applicableness in practice. 
Evidence based relations to other variables. At first a measurement model´s 
included psychological concepts have to be relevant. This includes predictive validity, 
convergent and discriminant validity as well as generalizability of the model. To assure 
predictive validity, included psychological concepts have to show a high scientific 
relevance to organization’s outcomes on different levels that has documented proof in 
sound empirical studies, preferably meta-analyses, which statistically integrate cumulative 
empirical knowledge, and to draw conclusions whether psychological concepts have an 
impact on desired outcomes or not (e.g., Schmidt & Hunter, 2014). A high predictive 
validity and generalizability usually implies, that the model´s components have bases in 
relevant theories and concepts of organizational behavior. Findings from organizational 
praxis in employee survey contexts and management literature can complement meta-
analytical knowledge. Thus, a focus on meta-analyses and complementary newer original 
empirical studies when developing an employee survey measurement model can ensure a 
sound basis in scientific knowledge, which is essential for the “big E evidence” part of 
EbM (cf. Rousseau, 2006).  
Evidence based content. The second quality criterion, addresses the 
comprehensiveness of the measurement model. The model should include all relevant 
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concepts in an organizational employee survey context. This signifies the overall ability 
of the model to explain past and future observations, manifesting in explained variance 
portions of relevant outcomes. Following Ockham´s razor a measurement model should 
be parsimonious while at the same time not oversimplifying. A well-developed 
measurement model, therefore, should be based on intensive literature research and 
attempt to include all important actionable concepts and validated relationships of the 
organizational employee survey context, while dismissing irrelevant concepts or 
relationships.  
Evidence based structure. The proposed model structure, meaning the factorial 
structure as well as the hypothesized relationships between the model’s components, 
should be empirically validated by confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) or structural 
equation modeling (SEM) and at best even meta-analytically validated. Furthermore, the 
model structure should provide additional and valuable information for research or 
practice, like for example explicating causal drivers for relevant outcome criteria. 
International measurement equivalence. Complying with the fourth quality 
criterion employee survey measurement models need to demonstrate cross-cultural 
measurement equivalence. As a result of globalization, employee surveys are increasingly 
applied in an international context (e.g., Scott & Mastrangelo, 2006). Existing 
measurement models often indirectly assume that the same items in the same degree 
equally measure the underlying constructs. Research shows that this is not always true 
(Mauersberger et al., 2017; cf. Brodbeck, Chhokar, & House, 2007; Hattrup, Müller & 
Aguirre, 2008). Measurement equivalence ensures that the instruments measure the same 
psychological concepts independent of and identically in the cultural background of the 
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individual employee. Having proven international measurement equivalence, an employee 
survey model is generalizable to different cultures besides the culture of its origin. 
Easy applicableness in practice. Whereas the first four quality criteria ensure the 
scientific soundness of measurement models, their practicability needs also be ensured. 
Scientific models are commonly formulated in precise conceptual language, often detailed 
out explicitly within theoretical frameworks (cf. Burke & Litwin, 1992), where clearly 
defined constructs need to be adequately measured, for example, by questionnaire with 
several scales, each corresponding to the underlying construct, which necessitates the use 
of many survey items. These characteristics make scientifically validated survey models 
difficult to understand and to use in organizational praxis. Thus, easy to use survey 
measurement models should first comprise a simple model structure, that makes it easy 
for practitioners to understand the “big picture” of the survey’s results, second they 
should be measurable with a limited number of items, and third the results obtained by 
using them should imply straightforward directions for follow-up processes resulting in 
organizational change (e.g., Borg & Zimmermann, 2006). To increase the benefit a model 
offers for practitioners, especially when using the survey’s results for EbM, the model 
should, furthermore, specify how its individual components relate to each other and 
finally influence relevant and tangible outcome variables. Only this specification in 
advance allows practitioners to identify levers for goal-directed change on the basis of 
their survey results.  
Fulfilling the five above described criteria paves the way for a scientific survey 
model into praxis, where it has to prove its easy applicableness for practitioners in 
multinational companies across the world.  
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2.3.2 Search Criteria and Procedure for Reviewing Employee Survey Models  
For our review, we searched for scientific employee survey measurement models 
that (a) have a detailed description in the scientific literature, (b) have a composition of 
more than one psychological concept such as job attitudes, and (c) include unambiguously 
reviewable concepts. Models not possessing an organizational surveying purpose, such as 
the EFQM-model and the Balanced Scorecard (Kaplan & Norton, 1996) were not 
considered in the review. The survey models were located through electronic and manual 
searches of databases, well-known employee survey textbooks, and the internet. Initially, 
we conducted an intensive literary review of acknowledged employee survey textbooks 
(e.g., Borg, 2003a; Borg & Mastrangelo, 2008; Bungard & Jöns, 1997; Bungard, Müller, 
& Niethammer, 2007; Church & Waclawski, 2001; Deitering, 2006; Domsch & Ladwig, 
2013; Kraut, 2006), followed by searching databases such as PsycINFOTM (APA), Web of 
ScienceTM (Thomson Reuters) and Publish or PerishTM (www.harzing.com). In addition, 
internet research using Google completed the investigation that includes the practitioner’s 
perspective. The search utilized key words comprising “employee survey model”, 
“employee survey framework”, “organizational assessment survey”, and relative subject 
terms. There is probably an employee survey model to be found for each and every HR 
consulting and consequently our research yielded in numerous models. However, most of 
these models originate solely from practice and often lack of a thorough theoretical 
foundation. These models were excluded from the review, due to not meeting the set 
limits. Our final search and selection resulted in altogether 11 different models which 
satisfied the criteria set above (see Table 2.1). Based on communalities in content and 
scope we clustered them into four types of survey models: 1.) Single best predictor survey 
models, 2.) organizational culture survey models, 3.) strategic survey models and 4.) 
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holistic survey models. We do not view our review as exhaustive. This is probably best 
highlighted by a review of only organizational culture focused assessment instruments 
conducted by Jung et al. (2009), which identified a total of seventy culture assessment 
instruments. However, we are confident that our search yielded the most prominent model 
representatives for each of the survey types and that each of those representatives can 
stand for numerous other survey models that often are only slight variations or 
modifications (cf. Jung et al., 2009). In the following we will describe each of the four 
survey types and their representative models (for a summary, see Table 2.1).  
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2.3.3 Types of Employee Survey Measurement Models Obtained in the Review  
Single best predictor survey models. Models of this type refer to one general proximal 
factor, sometimes consisting of several sub-factors, as the most powerful predictor for relevant 
outcomes and focus primarily on measuring this (high-level) factor (cf. Harrison et al., 2006; 
Harter & Schmidt, 2008). Usually this factor is termed employee´s job attitudes or employee 
engagement. 
One of the major and probably the groundbreaking model of this type is Harrison, 
Newman, and Roth’s (2006) model. It explains antecedents and consequences of individual 
performance from meta-analytical findings. The content domains of this model are job 
satisfaction and organizational commitment together forming the “overall job attitudes” as a 
fundamental evaluation of one´s work experiences. These then positively influence the 
“Individual Effectiveness”, a higher-order variable consisting of the performance outcomes in-
role performance, extra-role performance, turnover, lateness and absenteeism. Conducting meta-
analytic structural equation modeling, their meta-analytic research confirmed their model and 
found the overall job attitudes strongly predicting individual effectiveness (Harrison et al., 2006). 
However, this model is not primarily intended and build to serve as basis for organizational 
surveys. With its narrow focus on job attitudes and their relationship to performance outcomes, it 
neglects the influenceable prerequisites, which provide valuable information for survey follow-up 
goal-directed change activities, and outcomes on the organizational level (cf. Borg & 
Mastrangelo, 2008). 
Perhaps the most renowned employee survey measurement model focusing on 
engagement is Gallup’s Employee Engagement (Harter, Schmidt, Agrawal, Plowman & Blue, 
2016; Harter, Schmidt & Hayes, 2002). The model consists of twelve survey items that measure 
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the antecedents of engagement and are collapsed into one “Employee Engagement” index and 
one item that measures the overall job satisfaction. Harter et al. (2002: 269) conceptualize 
employee engagement as “... the individual’s involvement and satisfaction with as well as 
enthusiasm for work”, while the term employee engagement is used to underline the actionable 
nature of the concept (Harter et al., 2002). This conceptualization of engagement has been 
criticized in academia for its overlap with well-known traditional constructs such as job 
satisfaction and organizational commitment (e.g., Schaufeli & Bakker, 2010). However, Harter 
and Schmidt (2008) argue, that subtle conceptual distinctions among different work attitude 
constructs, as suggested by I-O psychologists, may not be made by employees, when filling out a 
questionnaire and further refer to Harrison et al.´s (2006) meta-analytically identified overall job 
attitudes factor. Gallup´s employee engagement survey items were developed in an iterative 
process combining qualitative methods such as expert-interviews with statistical analyses to 
empirical detect redundancies. A sample of topics that was preselected by the authors was 
consecutively reduced by excluding items that do not explain additional statistical variances 
(Harter et al., 2016). The model includes typical concepts for an employee survey questionnaire 
such as the availability of tools, cooperation, and recognition (cf. Borg, 2003a). Multiple meta-
analyses confirm that Gallup’s employee engagement predicts performance at a business unit 
level (Harter et al. 2016; Harter et al., 2002) and even causally impacts key outcomes on the 
organizational level (Harter, Schmidt, Asplund, Killham & Agrawal, 2010). Another advantage 
of this model is that the standard survey items are actionable for managers which likely results in 
a high level of acceptance by practitioners. At the same time the development of Gallup’s 
Employee Engagement Model, however, was more inductive than based on scientific theory or 
based on meta-analytical results. The model focuses on a limited number of measured concepts 
and omits potentially impactful concepts like transformational leadership, cooperation or 
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communication which, thus, cannot be analyzed in organizational diagnosis and for evidence-
based management. 
The Productive Energy Model (Boesche, Bruch, & Kunz, 2008; Bruch & Vogel, 2009; 
Cole, Bruch, & Vogel, 2012) deviates a bit from both aforementioned models, since it does not 
focus on job attitudes or engagement as single best predictor for individual and organizational 
outcomes, but on the so called “productive energy” of employees. It provides an overview about 
what organizations should do to improve the degree of productive energy on both the individual 
and the collective (organizational) level. Productive energy supposedly positively influences 
organizational outcome variables such as customer satisfaction and venture growth (Cole et al., 
2012). Productive energy on the individual level consists of three facets: (a) affects which are the 
sharing of positive feelings and emotional arousal experiences, (b) cognitions that summarize 
mental faculties to focus attention, shut out distractions, and the desire to do a good job, and (c) 
agentic behaviors that are operationalized through the pace, intensity, and volume with which 
members purposefully invest physical resources. These three individual level facets are amplified 
and manifest via interaction processes as a higher level, collective construct. The concept of 
(collective) productive energy provides organizations with the possibility of classification among 
four dimensions that describe the quality and intensity of the energy states. The model’s benefits 
are that it originates from organizational behavior knowledge and that high-ranking journals post 
its description (cf. Cole et al., 2012). In addition, the 14-item standard instrument is measurement 
equivalent in four European countries in addition to the USA and its overall reliability and 
validity can be considered as good (Cole et al., 2012). However, the Productive Energy Model is 
not meta-analytically validated and its content domains again are narrow in scope. The model 
does not comprise any concepts of the work environment that might serve as antecedent factors 
of productive energy. Thus, no indication is given as to what levers to pull or push in order to 
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improve productive energy, nor were impacts of presumed antecedent factors on productive 
energy empirically tested.  
Overall the single best predictor survey models usually have a narrow focus on their 
respectively proposed best predictor of relevant outcomes and measure this variable or factor in a 
highly sophisticated manner. Other representatives of this group are the 3D-Engagement Model 
(Winter, Feinstein & Müller, 2015) or Macey, Schneider, Barbera and Young`s sample 
Engagement Survey (2009). By applying a narrow focus on specific but highly relevant concepts 
these models forego a well-rounded analysis of the work environment and the potential to explain 
more variance within relevant outcomes by including additional predictors. This limits their 
possibilities to identify and analyze antecedents of their focused proximal predictor and levers to 
goal-directedly change them. Obviously, most of these models are not intended to be surveyed 
alone, without additional items measuring variables of the work environment, but the models do 
not offer a theoretical framework for this purpose themselves. Conceptually, the research 
conducted around these models, however indicates, that there actually might be a general 
attitudinal factor underlying attitudinal variables, like job satisfaction, organizational 
commitment or work engagement, which are frequently measured people outcomes in employee 
surveys. 
Organizational culture focused survey models. This second group of survey models 
analyzes organizational culture and its impact on organizational performance by investigating 
observable and measurable manifestations of culture, such as values and behavioral norms 
(Ashkanasy, Broadfoot, & Falkus, 2000; Denison, Nieminen, & Kotrba, 2012). Two recent 
reviews of this survey model type chronicle a large number of standardized quantitative 
instruments, which have been developed since the mid-1980s (Jung et al., 2009). However, only a 
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few of them specifically serve employee survey purpose (Jung et al. 2009) and have received 
validating research beyond their initial publication (Denison et al., 2012). Overall Denison et al. 
(2012) as well as Jung et al. (2009) report that research support is generally inadequate to 
establish reliability and validity for the majority of their reviewed organizational culture 
measurement models. 
Only one of the models can rely on extensive research. The Denison Organizational 
Culture Survey (Denison & Neale, 1996; Denison et al., 2012) provides a diagnostic tool for 
understanding an organization’s culture and its impact on performance. The model highlights 
four cultural traits that an organization should master in order to be successful. They are Mission, 
Adaptability, Involvement, and Consistency. Of those four traits, Denison et al. (2012) explain, 
mission and consistency provide cultural support for stability, whereas adaptability and 
involvement provide cultural support for flexibility of an organization. Each of the traits breaks 
down into three indices, such as for “Mission” these indices are “Strategy”, “Vision”, and 
“Goals”. Sixty questions measure the model in total. The Denison model has some advantages: It 
has organizational behavior research grounding that covers a wide range of concepts, its factorial 
structure is empirically validated (Bonavia, Gacso, & Thomas, 2009; Fey & Denison, 2003; 
Gillespie, Denison, Haaland, Smerek, & Neale, 2008; Taylor, Levy, Boyacigiller, & Beechler, 
2008), and its components can link to performance criteria, such as sales growth and customer 
satisfaction (Boyce, 2010; Gillespie et al., 2008). Furthermore, the model was internationally 
validated for Asia and seven countries including Russia, Brazil and South Africa (Denison, 
Haaland & Goelzer, 2003; Fey & Denison, 2003). However, the Denison Organizational Culture 
Survey neither has a meta-analytically based theory nor was it meta-analytically validated so far. 
It also does not include individual’s job attitudes and performance at all. Therefore, without 
including additional concepts, the model cannot give practitioners insights into the overall level 
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of individual job attitudes in their organization or the linkages between organizational culture, job 
attitudes and individual work performance. Questions that are often pivotal when conducting 
employee surveys. 
Other models that can be clustered into the organizational culture focused survey model 
type and can rely on at least some supporting research or are still relatively new, are the 
Organizational Culture Survey (van der Post, de Coning & Smit, 1997, 1998), the Questionnaire 
of Dimensions of Organizational Culture (Ginevičius & Vaitkūnaitė, 2006) and the Value 
Performance Index (Schönborn, 2010). For a comprehensive review of these measurement 
models we recommend Denison et al. (2012). Although some researchers have argued, that 
culture should not be considered the answer to all organizational problems (cf. Jung et al., 2009; 
Caroselli, 1992), the research on these survey models indicates, that culture elements can provide 
valuable information when conducting employee surveys and using their results for evidence-
based management.  
Strategically focused survey models. The third group of employee survey measurement 
models focuses on strategy implementation and employee´s alignment to business goals, as well 
as on measuring people outcomes like employee engagement to predict organizational 
performance.  
The blueprint model of this type is the High-Performance Model (Wiley, 2009). It 
consists of four components, each with various underlying factors. The model’s development 
utilizes literary research and linkage analyses of its own datasets. The model components are (1) 
Leadership Practice which is measurable through categories such as Quality Emphasis and 
Customer Orientation, (2) Employee Results that are describable by Teamwork, Engagement, 
Retention, etc., (3) Customer Results that are operationalized with concepts such as Customer 
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Satisfaction and Customer Loyalty, and finally (4) Business Performance with its classical key 
figures like Sales Growth and Market Share. A later version of the model, the High Performance-
Engagement model (Wiley, 2010), collapses all these categories into one “performance 
excellence index” and adds an “Engagement Index” to measure pride, satisfaction, commitment 
and advocacy (Wiley, 2010, p. 84). Obviously visible from the category listing, the High 
Performance Model focuses mainly on subjective and objective outcome variables. Preconditions 
on the organizational and individual level that can lead to employee engagement are in neglect 
and do not seem to have been systematically selected. Although Wiley (2009, 2010) confirms the 
importance of the model components to retention and other outcomes with linkage analyses, the 
cross-cultural measurement equivalence of the instrument and a meta-analytical foundation of the 
antecedents and outcomes is missing. 
Another survey model focusing on strategy implementation is the ACE model 
(Schiemann, 2007; Schiemann & Morgan, 2006), which stresses the importance of employee’s 
alignment to the business goals. Only the proper combination of the three main components of 
the ACE model: Alignment (with the business strategy), Capabilities (to deliver customer value) 
and Engagement (commitment and involvement) can capture “People Equity” (Schiemann & 
Morgan, 2006). In an inductive process, the ACE-model utilizes mainly management literature, 
the author’s management experience, and partly literature on satisfaction, morale, and 
organizational culture for its development. Certain elements directly influence the three main 
components, such as human resources systems and the corporate structure. The three main 
components are indirectly influenceable through “Enablers”, such as values and the strategy 
(Schiemann & Morgan, 2006, p. 82). Behind the ACE model are different variables and aspects 
such as setting smart goals, understanding the strategy (Alignment), working conditions, skills 
and knowledge (Capabilities), work satisfaction and commitment (Engagement). There is no 
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sound theoretical foundation supporting the ACE model, and particularly the Capability-construct 
is a very wide notion and therefore difficult to interpret. Borg and Mastrangelo (2008) further 
criticize, that the ACE formula is too narrow and in employee recognition and performance 
rewards some important individual level aspects are missing.  
Overall strategic employee survey measurement models have a narrow focus on strategy 
and performance outcomes. For an organizational assessment, as intended by most employee 
surveys, they do not capture the complete picture of relevant variables. Nevertheless, they 
underline the importance of taking strategy and strategy alignment into account when developing 
an employee survey model, which attempts to predict high portions of variance in relevant 
organizational outcomes.  
Holistic survey models. Holistic employee survey measurement models represent the 
most complete survey model type and usually aim at organizational diagnosis and development. 
They integrate proximal organizational performance predictors like employee´s job attitudes and 
employee engagement with modeling relevant variables from the perceived organizational work 
environment. This enables them to identify antecedents of their proximal performance predictors 
from the work environment. Perceptions of the work environment are often referred to as 
“organizational climate” (Kuenzi & Schminke, 2009; Patterson et al., 2005; Rousseau, 1988), 
which is why most of these models describe themselves either as organizational climate measures 
or organizational assessment models. We identified seven major models of this type. Six of 
which were developed more or less recently and with only one being already created in the early 
90s.  
One of the more prominent recently developed comprehensive models is the RACER 
Model (Borg, 2003a; Borg & Mastrangelo, 2008). It broadens the ACE model by extending it 
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with two more variables: The first R represents recognizing results (receiving feedback and 
seeing one’s contribution to division/company success) and the last R receiving rewards (e.g., 
pay and praise). Both newly integrated concepts have a strong valid base in several meta-
analyses, although this base is not explicitly described in the RACER model. The Performance 
Satisfaction motor (PS-motor), which theoretically grounds the RACER-model, describes the 
relationships between the model´s main components (cf. Borg, 2003a). It takes up the elements of 
the RACER-model but focuses on job satisfaction and individual’s performance. Furthermore, it 
shows the relationship between both concepts together with their antecedents and a number of 
feedback loops. As the analogy with a motor suggests, one element such as a weak feedback 
culture can negatively affect the entire system. The PS-motor combines different acknowledged 
theories of organizational behavior such as Thorndike’s Law of Effects and Locke and Latham’s 
goal setting theory (2002). The theory proposes that in-role performance depends directly on 
three key elements: motivation (influenced by goal clarity, confidence in the achievement of the 
goal and the expected utility of reaching the goal), the technical/organizational working 
environment, and the necessary skills/know-how of the employees. The PS-motor and the 
RACER-model are obviously complex, but still understandable for non-psychologists and 
therefore practical employee survey models. Despite their practical value, both models show 
some weaknesses in establishing validity. Although they are rooted in recognized psychological 
theories, they lack consistent grounding in and validation based on new meta-analytical 
knowledge. Furthermore, no evidence for the measurement equivalence of both models was 
presented so far. In addition, both models focus on behavioristic variables, which imply that 
transformational concepts, pivotal for organizational change and adaptability, such as the 
Transformational Leadership Theory (e.g., Bass, 1999) are missing. 
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The Voice Climate Survey (Langford, 2009) is another recent addition to the holistic 
survey models. Originating from an Australian consulting company, the Voice Climate Survey 
was developed loosely oriented at Stone´s human resource and leadership model (1998) and 
refined in an exploratory phase of three years. It comprises seven higher order factors, the 7 P´s. 
Five of which represent the work practices and two, “Passion” and “Progress”, represent the 
outcomes. As a factorial model, the Voice Climate Survey makes no assumptions regarding the 
interactions or relationships of its work practice factors with each other or its outcome factors. 
The proposed factorial structure was confirmed in two consecutive large scale studies (Langford, 
2009; Langford & Presbitero, 2012). Although Langford (2009) demonstrated predictive validity 
for independent manager reports of performance and other outcome variables, no relationships 
with hard outcomes measures were reported so far. Furthermore, as its development indicates, the 
Voice Climate survey is not based on gold-standard scientific, meaning meta-analytic, 
knowledge. In a first step towards cross-cultural validation Langford and Presbitero (2012) 
successfully applied the model on the Philippines. To assure cross-cultural measurement 
equivalence many more steps like this are necessary. 
The Organizational Climate Measure (Patterson et al., 2005) is a multidimensional 
measure of organizational climate and based upon Quin and Rohrbaugh´s Competing Values 
model (e.g., 1981; see also Hartnell, Ou, & Kinicki, 2011). It consists of 17 work practice scales, 
including “Involvement”, “Formalization”, “Innovation & Flexibility” and “Performance 
Feedback”, divided into the four quadrants “Human Relations”, “Internal Process”, “Open 
Systems” and “Rational Goal”. A total of 82 items measure the full model. Again, no interactions 
or relationships between the organizational climate components influencing people or 
organizational outcomes are hypothesized in the model. While the Organizational Climate 
Measure was able to demonstrate sound psychometric qualities for the 17 lower-order work 
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practices, Patterson et al. found only weak empirical support for the four hypothesized higher-
order factors. They showed predictive validity of some of their lower-order scales with 
retrospective innovativeness ratings at a later time and a productivity measure. However, no 
subsequent studies provide further support for the model’s factorial structure or its cross-cultural 
measurement equivalence. 
Senior amongst the holistic survey measurement models is the Burke-Litwin -
Organizational Assessment Survey (BLOAS; Burke, 2017; Burke & Litwin, 1992). Its basis, the 
Burke-Litwin Model, is an open system model of input, throughput and output with feedback 
loops, developed already in 1992. As one of very few employee survey measurement models it 
hypothesizes causal relationships between its components. It proposes, that the “external 
environment” of an organization directly affects its “leadership”, “mission and strategy” and 
“culture”, in sum the “Transformational Variables”. These in turn affect the “management 
practices”, “structure”, “systems” and “work unit climate”, in sum the “Transactional Variables”. 
And together transformational and transactional variables affect the “motivation” which affects 
“performance”. As with many of the other survey models described in this paper the development 
of the BLOAS based on a theoretical framework, but its components and assumptions on what 
causes what and in what order evolved from practice (Burke & Litwin, 1992: 524). In total, the 
survey, as it is today, consists of twelve factors measured by 90 questions (Stone, 2015). Besides 
the “external environment” dimension, all other scales exhibited good internal consistency in 
multiple studies (Di Pofi, 2002; Stone, 2010; Stone 2015). No published studies report an 
analysis of predictive validity for the BLOAS. However, Stone (2015) refers to four unpublished 
dissertation theses, which provide some evidence for the predictive validity of the model 
(Anderson-Rudolf, 1996; Falletta, 1999; Pratt, 2004; Stone, 2010). The various evidence on the 
factorial structure of the BLOAS seems to be somewhat stable (Stone, 2015). The only published 
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evidence regarding the proposed causal relationships of the model’s components, however, 
comes from an older version of the survey model used by Anderson-Rudolf (1996). Anderson-
Rudolf applied cross-sectional structural equation modeling to test a simplified version of the 
BLOAS and found support for “Leadership” and “Culture” affecting “Management Practices” 
that affect “Climate”. “Climate” in turn, however, only significantly affected “Organizational 
Performance” at one of two times of measurement. Overall, the BLOAS is a theoretically well-
grounded and comprehensive employee survey model that attempts to comprise all variables 
relevant for organizational performance and change (cf. Burke, 2017). However, the model as a 
whole as well as its specific assumptions have not been meta-analytically validated yet. 
Furthermore, there is no evidence available on the cross-cultural measurement equivalence of the 
BLOAS. In summary, the BLOAS is a practical yet complex employee survey model, which 
would benefit from additional validation of its proposed structure and cross-cultural measurement 
equivalence.  
Very recently Mauersberger et al. (2017) developed a model for international employee surveys 
on the basis of a meta-analytical review of the psychological construct space related to 
organizational behavior and performance called Strategic Fitness ModelTM (Logit Management 
Consulting, Munich; cf. Brodbeck, 2015). The objective for developing the Strategic Fitness 
ModelTM (SFM) was to develop a holistic survey model incorporating comprehensive meta-
analytic results and ensuring cross-cultural measurement equivalence. Drawing on over 150 
meta-analyses published until 2010, concepts for capturing employees’ experiences, attitudes, 
and behaviors relevant to organizations’ functioning were grouped based on conceptual similarity 
(Mauersberger, 2012; Mauersberger et al., 2017). Because employee surveys are based on 
individual’s answers, only constructs that reflect individual’s experience as they work in their 
immediate environment and their team were included in the model. The categorization yielded 20 
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first-order categories, which divide into five second-order categories. These five second-order 
categories are: (a) corporate level leadership, representing employees’ perceptions of the 
company’s vision, management, and system as they provide direction; (b)  socio-technical 
system, which refers to employees’ perceptions of the immediate work environment; (c) 
transformational variables, which include employees’ perceptions of change and transformation 
oriented aspects at work; (d) transactional variables, which refer to employees’ perceptions of 
social exchange processes that are designed to provide a stable reward and feedback system; (e) 
people outcomes, which include employees’ perceptions of their performance, employees’ work 
attitudes and (reverse coded) negative behavioral intentions (Mauersberger et al., 2017, p. 5f). All 
first- and second-order categories are displayed and described in detail in Appendix A. Appendix 
A also includes examples of psychological constructs that are covered by the first-order 
categories. By grounding their survey measurement models’ development on a large part of 
available gold-standard scientific knowledge, the SFM integrates many of the concepts included 
or proposed by other survey models. For example, the model brings together the concepts of 
transformational and transactional variables appearing as well in the BLOAS, the strategic focus 
of the strategic survey models via its categories corporate level leadership and transformational 
leadership and the emphasis on employees’ job attitudes as expressed by Harrison, Newman and 
Roth´s model and the Gallup Engagement Model. Even the proposed need for stability and 
flexibility of an organization as put forward by the Denison Organizational Culture Survey is 
comprised within the SFM. Brodbeck (2013, 2015) describes, the second-order categories 
corporate level leadership and transformational variables assure organizations flexibility, while 
the categories transactional variables and socio-technical system assure stability. The total model 
can be measured with as few as 22 items, for each facet one item (Brodbeck, 2015). For its 
empirical validation employee survey specialists independently sorted existing survey items to 
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the model´s components and achieved a good interrater reliability of Cohen’s κ = .85 
(Mauersberger et al., 2017). This is a very promising idea, since it allows practitioners and survey 
specialists to easily identify aspects of the model within their existing employee survey and use 
them for EbM analyses, without having to install a completely new questionnaire and reporting – 
an often costly and time-consuming process. Mauersberger et al. (2017) report meta-analytic 
evidence for positive relationships between all second-order categories of the model with 
organizational outcomes measured independently from employees’ perception, like venture 
growth or profit. They, furthermore, support the models’ factorial structure with confirmatory 
factorial analysis and provide evidence for the model’s cross-cultural measurement equivalence 
across 9 of the 10 GLOBE-clusters (Gupta, Hanges, & Dorfman, 2002; House, Hanges, Javidan, 
Dorfman, & Gupta, 2004). Overall the SFM is a parsimonious and integrative survey 
measurement model. For a holistic survey model, it provides a clear and easy to measure 
framework and therefore should be easily applicable in practice. Still, the SFM is only a factorial 
model and does not specify any interactions or causal relationships between its variables and 
outcomes. The model, therefore, does not provide clear cut evidence for survey and EbM 
practitioners what variables might serve as levers for desired outcomes or via which process these 
outcomes are influenced.   
2.3.4 Concordance, Strengths and Shortcomings of Existing Employee Survey Models 
Overall authors and researchers were able to present good evidence for the predictive 
validity for most of the survey models. Seldom, however, was the predictive validity of the 
models’ components meta-analytically analyzed. Harrison, Newman and Roth´s model (Harrison 
et al., 2006), Gallup’s Engagement Model (Harter et al., 2016) and the SFM (Mauersberger et al., 
2017) can claim this gold-standard level of predictive validity.  
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A majority of the models, furthermore, received support for their factorial structure. But 
only three survey models – Harrison, Newman and Roth´s model, the RACER model (Borg & 
Mastrangelo, 2008) and the Burke-Litwin Organizational Assessment Survey (BLOAS; Burke & 
Litwin, 1992; Burke, 2017) – went beyond factorial modeling and specified interactions and 
relationships between their model’s components and thus attempted to structure the elements of 
the work environment as they are perceived by and influence employees. Despite this effort, the 
proposed structures of the models, as in the case of the BLOAS and the RACER Model, received 
just very limited empirical investigation and no meta-analytical validation, or are very limited in 
their scope. Besides these explicit structural formulations, the SFM and the Denison 
Organizational Culture Survey (Denison & Neale, 1996; Denison et al., 2012) assume structures 
without incorporating them into their models’ formulations. They state that coexistent stability 
and flexibility of organizations is instrumental for organizational functioning and determined by 
different aspects of the perceived work environment (Brodbeck, 2013, 2015; Denison et al., 
2012). As interesting as these hypotheses are, they have not been analyzed systematically by 
research on these models yet.  
To effectively use employee surveys for evidence-based management and goal-directed 
change, their base models need to be comprehensive, linking employee attitudes and all relevant 
employee perceptions of the work environment to an organization´s bottom-line results (e.g., 
Kraut, 2006). Of the multiple holistic survey models the BLOAS and the SFM explicitly attempt 
to integrate all relevant concepts, while only the SFM systematically synthesizes comprehensive 
meta-analytical knowledge to achieve this goal. To develop the SFM its authors drew together 
scientific knowledge from over 150 meta-analyses. With a validated five-factor structure 
measured by only 22 items the SFM is probably the most parsimonious of the holistic survey 
models (Brodbeck, 2015; Mauersberger et al., 2017).  
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Having proven measurement equivalence across 9 of the 10 GLOBE Clusters 
summarizing over 50 countries, the SFM also is the only survey model that can be seen as 
globally generalizable (Mauersberger et al., 2017). Astonishingly, only for three other models 
attempts to establish cultural measurement equivalence were made (see Table 2.1). The overall 
omission to establish cross-cultural measurement equivalence is surprising, as most employee 
surveys today are conducted internationally (cf. Scott & Mastrangelo, 2006), with practitioners 
probably often not being aware of their survey models potentially not being measurement 
equivalent across all surveyed countries.  
In a glaring omission most employee survey models, including the SFM, however, 
circumvented specifying interactions and relationships between the elements of the perceived 
work environment, employees’ attitudes and organizational outcomes so far. A clear 
understanding of these relationships however is crucial for survey specialists and change 
managers in practice to grasp organizational phenomena and identify levers for goal-directed 
organizational change.  
Thus, a well-validated, comprehensive and measurement equivalent survey model is 
needed, that structures the relevant aspects of the perceived work environment and depicts the 
processes, how these aspects interact with each other and how they influence people, work and 
organizational outcomes. Combining the strengths of existing survey models, like the factorial 
structure of the SFM and the structural assumptions of other survey models might serve as good 
starting points for this developmental enterprise.  
2.4 Developing Theoretically Sound and Structurally Testable Employee Survey Models 
All models described above comprise their own factorial partitioning of the perceived 
work environment and individual and organizational outcomes. The SFM theoretically integrates 
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many of these approaches to a manageable factorial model, which is supported by comprehensive 
meta-analytical evidence. We therefore built on the factorial structure of the SFM to develop 
further potential structural survey models. As mentioned before, the SFM proposes four second-
order factors of the perceived work environment (“corporate-level leadership”, “socio-technical 
system”, “transformational variables” and “transactional variables”) and an additional “people 
outcomes” second-order outcome factor (cf. Mauersberger et al., 2017). Conceptually, basic 
psychological research (e.g., theories of planned and reasoned action, Ajzen, 1991; Fishbein & 
Ajzen, 2010) suggests and most employee survey models assume, that perceptions of different 
elements of the work environment influence employees’ job attitudes and behavior, which in turn 
drive organizational outcomes (e.g., Burke, 2017; Harrison et al., 2006; Harter et al., 2002; 
Mauersberger et al., 2017). This fundamental psychological sequence of distal predictors 
(perceptions of the work environment), proximal predictors (employees’ attitudes and behaviors) 
and organizational outcomes thus forms the structural backbone of our attempt to develop several 
viable structural employee survey models, which can be traced to published theoretical and 
empirical work. Imposing this structural backbone on the SFMs factors results in a basic 
structural model (termed Model A) in which the four second-order SFM factors of the perceived 
work environment each directly influence the “people outcomes” second-order factor (see Figure 
2.1).  
Combining this basic SFM structural Model A with factorial and structural assumptions 
postulated by the other reviewed survey models results in several alternative structural models, 
that raise two general questions: First, are there really four independent factors of the perceived 
work environment or do these factors form higher-order factors in a certain configuration? And 
second, do the factors of the perceived work environment all directly influence people and 
organizational outcomes, or do they interact in a certain way in their influence on these 
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outcomes? We first address the question about potential higher-order factors representing similar 
aspects of the perceived work environment.  
Looking at the few survey models that specify structures, the validated BLOAS Model 
(Burke, 2017; Burke & Litwin, 1992), suggests higher third-order factors of the perceived work 
environment which extend the SFM four factor model. The BLOAS distinguishes 
“transformational variables”, comprising “mission and strategy”, “leadership”, “organizational 
culture” and “management practices” from “transactional variables”, which comprise “structure”, 
“systems”, “task requirements and individual skills”, “work unit climate” and “motivation” (cf. 
Burke & Litwin, 1992). Interestingly, in the BLOAS two-dimensional partitioning of perceived 
work environmental aspects, “transformational variables” can be seen to reflect organizational 
flexibility and change, whereas “transactional variables” reflect organizational stability and inner 
order, which both together drive long term success of organizations. The antagonistic 
concurrence of flexibility and stability for the benefit of long term organizational success is also 
suggested as part of the SFM (Brodbeck, 2015) and the Denison Organizational Culture Survey 
(Denison et al., 2012). With the SFM factors “corporate-level leadership” and “transformational 
variables” referred to as pivotal for flexibility and “socio-technical system” and “transactional 
variables” for stability the SFM overlaps strongly with the BLOAS’ assignment of respective 
factors. Thus, a model partitioning the perceived work environment into the two higher third-
order factors “general transformational variables” and “general transactional variables”, over and 
above the four SFM factors (Model B) might also be plausible and might fit the meta-analytic 
data even better than the simple four factors structure suggested by the SFM Model A. The higher 
order factorial distinction between transformational and transactional variables has been brought 
forward in altogether three, quite well empirically tested, employee survey models reviewed 
above.  
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A more uniform perspective of the perceived work environment is formulated by Gallup’s 
Employee Engagement model (Harter et. al, 2002), which draws together multiple elements of 
the perceived work environment like recognition, materials and equipment, mission, personnel 
development or roles and tasks to form a single index score. Gallup’s Employee Engagement 
model does not partition elements of the perceived work environment at all, but rather collapses 
them into one general factor, that might as well be called “general quality of work environment”. 
In a similar approach an index model linking all four second-order factors of the perceived work 
environment postulated by the SFM to one third-order general quality of work environment factor 
was tested by Mauersberger (2012) during the SFM’s development and resulted in a SEM model 
with only slightly worse fit indices for the three tested companies than the final SFM SEM model 
comprising five second-order factors. Assuming a general quality of the work environment factor 
brings back memories of early research on organizational climate that attempted to utilize a broad 
global conceptualization of work climate to understand the total situational influences in 
organizations and their effects on individuals (Kozlowski & Klein, 2000; Kuenzi & Schminke, 
2009). This global construct was plagued with difficulties in definition, theoretical foundation 
and methodological research issues right from the outset (Kuenzi & Schminke, 2009). However, 
researchers repeatedly observed a general halo effect underlying employee survey factors (Borg, 
2003b; von Rosenstiel, 2000) and such single index models are still very popular in practice, as 
they appear to be very easy to understand and interpret and thus are often preferred by (top) 
management representatives in organizations when analyzing employee survey results. Thus, a 
model with a single factor summarizing the elements of the perceived work environment and 
influencing employees’ attitudes, behaviors and organizational outcomes (Model C) should be 
considered when testing potential structural employee survey models as well.  
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Overall, the considered survey models suggest a four-, a two- and a one-factor model 
solution for partitioning the elements of the perceived work environment in employee surveys. 
To empirically and competitively test these different conceptual approaches, we derive one SEM 
model structure for each configuration (Models A, B, C) and for comprehensiveness we include a 
theoretically also possible three-factor model (Model D) and test it competitively to the other 
Models. Model D builds on Model A but assumes a latent third-order overall leadership quality 
factor combining the transformational variables and the transactional variables. Transactional and 
transformational leadership forming the foundations of the transformational and transactional 
variables have been shown to correlate as high as or higher than one expects for alternative 
measures of the same construct (Judge & Piccolo, 2004). As transformational and transactional 
variables might be associated by employees with the same referent, namely their managers, they 
might form unified perceptions of the aspects influences by this group. All models are depicted 
explained one by one in Figure 2.1. 
As the two-factor solution based on the BLOAS has also ties with the SFM and Denison’s 
Organizational Culture Survey and in our opinion forms the best theoretical basis of the presented 
models, we expect Model B to fit better than the other four solutions.  
Hypothesis 1. The data shows a better fit to Model B than to Models A, C and D.  
Furthermore, it is reasonable to assume, that some of the dimensions subdividing the 
perceived work environment influence each other or mediate others influence onto outcomes. 
With a partial mediation of the influence of the “transformational variables” onto individual and 
organizational outcomes via the “transactional variables”, the BLOAS proposes such a 
relationship (Burke & Litwin, 1992). We therefore also derive and test mediation variations of 
three of the four above described factorial models. 
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Figure 2.1. Seven tested structural employee survey models.  
Note. CLL = Corporate-level leadership; TFV = Transformational variables; TAV = 
Transactional Variables; STS = Socio-technical system; L = general leadership factor; TF = 
general transformational factor; TA = general transactional factor; G = general factor of the 
perceived work environment. 
Model A 
Model Am 
Model B 
Model Bm 
Four factors of the perceived work environment 
Three factors of the perceived work environment 
 
 
Two Factors of the Perceived Work Environment 
The two-dimensional model of the perceived work environment 
draws from the Burke and Litwin model (1992; Burke, 2017) by 
assuming a general transformational variables dimension 
summarizing corporate-level leadership and transformational 
variables and a general transactional variables dimension 
summarizing the socio-technical system and transactional 
variables from the SFM. This categorization of the SFM factors 
also corresponds to the flexibility and stability function of 
organizational work environment as put forward by Brodbeck 
(2015, 2013) and Denison et al. (2012).  
 
 
 
 
 
Two Factors of the Perceived Work Environment with 
Mediation 
Model Bm builds on Model B but includes the structural 
relationships of the dimensions proposed by the BLOAS (e.g., 
Burke, 2017). Burke and Litwin (1992) assume a mediation of 
the effect of the general transformational variables dimension 
onto individual outcomes via the general transactional variables 
dimension.  
 
 
Four Factors of the Perceived Work Environment 
Closest to the formulation of the SFM (Mauersberger et al., 2017), 
this model assumes, that the factors corporate-level leadership, 
socio-technical system, transformational variables and 
transactional variables are interrelated though distinct aspects that 
share no major common variance. Each of these factors are 
proposed to have significant influence on the second-order 
outcome factor “people outcomes” and organizational outcomes. 
In accordance with the single best predictor survey models (cf.  
Harrison et al., 2006), the “people outcomes”, should also directly 
influence organizational outcomes. 
 
 
 
Four Factors of the Perceived Work Environment with 
Mediation 
Within the SFM, the transformational variables comprise 
transformational leadership and “relevant associated concepts” 
(Mauersberger et al, 2017). Transformational variables appeal to 
followers’ sense of values and are able to get them to see a higher 
vision and to encourage them to exert themselves in the service of 
achieving that vision (Burns, 1978; Herold, Fedor, Caldwell & 
Liu, 2008). Thus, the transformational variables might mediate 
corporate-level leaderships as well as the socio-technical systems 
influence on people outcomes (cf. Burke, 2017). Model Am 
mirrors Model A but specifies this mediation. 
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Model D 
Model Dm 
Model C 
G 
One factor of the perceived work environment 
Two factors of the perceived work 
environment 
 
 
Three Factors of Perceived Work Environment 
Model D builds on Model A but assumes a latent overall  
leadership quality variable combining the transformational 
variables and the transactional variables. Transactional and 
transformational leadership the foundations of the 
transformational and transactional variables have been shown to 
correlate as high as or higher than one expects for alternative 
measures of the same construct (Judge & Piccolo, 2004). As 
transformational and transactional variables might be associated 
by employees with the same referent, namely their managers, they 
might form unified perceptions of the aspects influences by this 
group. 
 
 
 
 
 
Three Factors of Perceived Work Environment with 
Mediation 
This model specifies the mediation as described in Model Am for 
the three-dimensional subdivision of perceived work environment.  
One General Quality Factor of Perceived Work Environment 
This model hypothesizes one general dimension of work 
environment as it is perceived by employees. This dimension 
might be understood as a general perception of work environment 
quality and influences the perception of corporate-level 
management, the socio-technical system, transformational 
variables and transactional variables altogether.  
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.1 cont’d. Seven tested structural employee survey models.  
Note. CLL = Corporate-level leadership; TFV = Transformational variables; TAV = 
Transactional Variables; STS = Socio-technical system; L = general leadership factor; TF = 
general transformational factor; TA = general transactional factor; G = general factor of the 
perceived work environment. 
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Obviously, a mediation variation of the one-dimensional Model C would make not much 
sense, as the general quality factor of the perceived work environment cannot mediate its own 
influence onto people and organizational outcomes. These model variations are constructed as 
follows (see Figure 2.1: Mediation variations of the models marked with an “m”):  
Model Am: Four Dimensions of Perceived Work Environment with Mediation. Within 
the SFM, the second-order factor “transformational variables” comprise transformational 
leadership and “relevant associated concepts” (Mauersberger et al, 2017, see Appendix Table A). 
Transformational variables appeal to followers’ sense of values and are able to get them to see a 
higher vision and to encourage them to exert themselves in the service of achieving that vision 
(Burns, 1978; Herold, Fedor, Caldwell & Liu, 2008). Thus, the second-order factor 
transformational variables might mediate the influences of corporate-level leadership as well as 
the socio-technical system on people outcomes (cf. Burke, 2017). Model Am mirrors model A but 
specifies this mediation.  
Model Bm: Two Dimensions of Perceived Work Environment with Mediation. Model Bm 
builds on Model B but includes the structural relationships of the dimensions proposed by the 
BLOAS (e.g., Burke, 2017). Burke and Litwin (1992) assume a mediation of the effect of the 
third-order general transformational factor onto individual outcomes via the third-order general 
transactional factor.  
Model Dm: Three Dimensions of Perceived Work Environment with Mediation. This 
model specifies the mediation as described in Model Am for the three-dimensional subdivision of 
perceived work environment, so that the third-order leadership quality factor mediates the 
influences of corporate-level leadership as well as the socio-technical system on people 
outcomes.  
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Overall, this results in seven models that are made subject to meta-meta-analytical 
structural equation modeling to test their model fit. All models are shown in Figure 2.1. As the 
additional structural assumptions in the mediation models should yield additional explained 
variance and prior research found support for the influence of “general transformational 
variables” onto “general transactional variables” (Anderson-Rudolf, 1996) we expect the 
mediation models to fit better than their counterparts, with the two-dimensional-mediation Model 
(Model Bm) fitting best overall.  
Hypothesis 2. The proposed mediation models (Am, Bm, Dm) fit the data better than their 
respective counterparts assuming independent factors of the perceived work environment.  
Hypothesis 3. Model Bm fits the data better than all other six proposed models.  
2.5 Method 
Meta-meta-analysis or second-order meta-analysis is an overview of reviews, which 
allows to tackle ever broader research questions by synthesizing research from different areas 
(Cleophas & Zwinderman, 2017; Cooper & Koenka, 2012). For a comprehensive high level-
analysis of work environment perception and its influence on individual and organizational 
outcomes, as intended in this paper, this synthesis of meta-analytically generated gold-standard 
scientific knowledge (Cooper & Koenka, 2012, Hunter & Schmidt, 2004) is most suitable. 
2.5.1 Inclusion Criteria 
 In our meta-meta-analysis, we included meta-analyses, which focused on the relationships 
between employees’ experiences and perception of the work environment, attitudes, and 
behaviors relevant for organizational functioning. Because a major goal of employee surveys is to 
gather information within the organization in order to improve organizational functioning, we 
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also included meta-analyses that investigated the relationship between employees’ experiences, 
attitudes, and behaviors, on the one hand, and objective outcomes on the organizational level 
such as venture growth, turnover, innovation, and productivity, on the other hand. Following 
Mauersberger et al. (2017), several criteria were employed to include or excluded constructs: 
Because employee surveys are based on individual’s answers, we limited the search to constructs 
that reflect individual’s experience as they work in their immediate environment and their team 
as well as they relate to colleagues, supervisors, and management. Constructs that can only be 
assessed on the group or organizational level were only considered when being crucial outcome 
variables showing why specific individual level constructs matter to organizations. Furthermore, 
we focused on constructs that were conceptualized as variables subject to change. One major goal 
of employee surveys is to intervene and initiate change as well as develop individuals, teams and 
organizations. Therefore, concepts that describe characteristics that cannot (or rather can hardly) 
be changed, trained, or developed – like stable personality traits – were excluded. Mauersberger 
et al. (2017) used meta-analyses published until 2010 linking employees’ perceptions of the work 
environment to people and organizational outcomes to develop the SFM. To not confound 
databases when evaluating the models in this meta-meta-analysis, we excluded these meta-
analyses from our analysis. 
2.5.2 Search Strategy 
Meta-analyses were located through electronic and manual search of PsycINFO, Web of 
Science and Publish or Perish and Google Scholar databases using the subject term “meta-
analysis” together with all first-order category terms of the SFM as they are listed in the 
Appendix in Table A. When new terms fitting the inclusion criteria were identified during the 
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search, these terms were also searched for meta-analyses. The final search in these databases was 
conducted in May, 2017. Overall, our search yielded 277 meta-analyses.  
2.5.3 Screening of records and data extraction 
 Records were retrieved in full-text forms and screened by one of the authors using 
aforementioned and a priori defined inclusion criteria (see Figure 2.2). After screening and 
exclusions during the coding process 123 meta-analyses containing 1,445 meta-analytic 
coefficients from 25,653 primary studies and 15,128,742 observations were included in the meta-
meta-analysis. 
  Data extraction from the meta-analyses was independently conducted by the author and 
three master’s students, after they had been trained in coding correlation variables from meta-
analyses into the first-order categories of the SFM using an extended version of Appendix Table 
A as detailed coding manual. Additional to coding dependent and independent variables from the 
meta-analyses to the SFM categories as well as effect sizes (mainly correlations) and their 
standard errors or confidence intervals, the year of publication and the measurement level of the 
variables were collected within the coding frame. To offer a small glimpse into the large final 
database, Table B in the Appendix comprises a shortened extract. The full database can be 
obtained from the author upon request. Each master’s student coded a differently-sized subset of 
meta-analyses (Rater A = 19, Rater B = 88, Rater C = 16), so that there was one overlapping to 
the authors coding for each meta-analysis. With Cohens 𝜅 = .88 (𝜅𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝐴 = .95, 𝜅𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝐵 = .90 
and 𝜅𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝐶  = .85), interrater agreement in coding variables of meta-analyses’ effect sizes into 
the first-order categories of the SFM was very high (Cohen, 1960; Fleiss, 1981). Disagreements 
were resolved by discussion between the two raters and the co-author.  
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Figure 2.2. Meta-meta-analysis flow-chart of meta-analyses selection.  
2.5.4 Correction of primary study overlap  
 To avoid bias from overlapping meta-analyses and assure independence of included effect 
sizes for meta-meta-analytical structural equation modeling, we first identified a total of 67 (4.4 
%) meta-analytic coefficients describing the same relationship of constructs and comprising 
overlapping primary studies. In a second step, we rated their meta-analyses’ methodological 
quality using the Assessment of Multiple Systematic Reviews (AMSTAR; Shea et al. 2007; cf. 
Cooper & Koenke, 2012) and excluded coefficients from meta-analysis with significantly worse 
methodological quality than their overlapping counterpart (three or more points worse on the 
AMSTAR scale). To choose from the remaining overlapping coefficients with comparable 
methodological quality, we chose the number of primary studies as decision criterion (cf. Lipsey 
& Wilson, 1993), because a larger number of studies probably implies higher levels of evidence 
(Cooper & Koenke, 2012).  
Excluded: Study did not meet inclusion 
criteria, did not report appropriate 
statistics or was not a meta-analysis. 
n = 82 
Meta-analysis identified through database 
search and screened 
n = 277 
Meta-analysis retrieved and read 
n = 195 
Excluded: Operationalization of variables 
remained unclear or variables did not fit 
the inclusion criteria 
n = 71 
Meta-analyses included  
n = 123 
Excluded due to total overlap with other 
meta-analyses  
n = 1 
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2.5.6 Calculation of effect size  
Nearly all retrieved estimates were corrected r-class effect sizes. Only one meta-analysis 
reported Cohens d. These effect sizes were transformed into correlations. As r is not an interval 
scale, all rs were transformed into Fisher's Z by (Cheung, 2015; Lipsey &Wilson, 2001) 
𝑍 = 0.5 ln [(1 + 𝑟)/(1 − 𝑟)]. 
For the purposes of interpretation, the results of the meta-meta-analysis were transformed 
back to r by (Lipsey &Wilson, 2001) 
𝑟 = (𝑒2𝑍 − 1)/(𝑒2𝑍 + 1). 
Z-transformation of correlations also allows correct calculation of standard errors (Lipsey 
& Wilson, 2001). 
2.5.6 Meta-meta-analytic procedure 
We preferred the total sample size as basis for invariance weighting of effect sizes over 
the number of included studies (Cheung, 2015; Lipsey & Wilson, 2001), as it is the more 
conservative approach2. This further fits our research goal, as we attempt to draw inferences for 
the population of employees engaged in employee surveys and not on study characteristics and 
their influence on studies outcomes (Cheung, 2015). 
 Homogeneity of effect sizes was tested with a Q test of homogeneity (Lipsey & Wilson, 
2001). Homogeneity was rejected for all effect size groups. Therefore, we used a random effects 
                                                             
2 We also conducted all analyses with inverse variance weight based on the number of primary studies contributing 
to each meta-analytic effect size. Results showed same significances, while total correlation coefficients tended to 
be slightly higher and effect sizes displayed more homogeneity. Thus, reporting results calculated with total sample 
size inverse variance weight is the more conservative approach. Results of this analysis can be provided upon 
request. 
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model meta-analytic analog to the one-way ANOVA with maximum likelihood estimation from 
Wilsons macros for IBM SPSS 24 (Wilson, 2017) to calculate the total effect sizes as described 
by Lipsey and Wilson (2001). Treating originating meta-analysis as a moderator within the 
ANOVA, we controlled for interdependence of effect sizes retrieved from identical meta-
analyses.  
2.5.7 Meta-meta-analytical structural equation modeling (MMASEM) 
 Researchers have combined meta-analysis and structural equation modeling (SEM) in 
various contexts of organizational research (Cheung, 2015; Landis, 2013). Meta-analytic 
structural equation modeling (MASEM) uses a full meta-analytic correlation matrix generated 
through meta-analysis as input to fit structural equation models. With this approach, one can 
empirically test the viability of competing structural models by combining available evidence 
from the potentially disparate literatures (Landis, 2013; Viswesvaran & Ones, 1995). 
To our knowledge structural equation modeling has so far not been applied to correlation 
matrices generated through meta-meta-analysis. However, since meta-meta-analytic correlation 
coefficient fulfill the same quality criteria as meta-analytic correlation coefficients (cf. Cooper & 
Koenka, 2012; Hunter & Schmidt 2004), SEM should be equally applicable. This approach 
allows us to analyze highly aggregated and broad theoretical models of organizational 
functioning, as they are proposed in this study, and whose breadth of scope makes it very difficult 
to analyze them fully in a single empirical study or even meta-analysis (cf. Cooper & Koenka, 
2012).  
We subjected our meta-meta-analytically generated correlation matrix to correlation-
based MASEM on a random-effects model (Cheung, 2015: 239), technically making it meta-
meta-analytical structural equation modeling (MMASEM). This approach fits SEM to a 
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correlation matrix generated through a random effects model. For fitting the models, we applied 
the sem-package for R (Fox, 2006). Recommended as conservative by Landis (2013), we used 
the harmonic mean of the cell sample sizes as sample size for conducting the SEM analysis (see 
also Cheung, 2015). As the independence model is likely wrong in applied research, RMSEA 
(Steiger, 1990) is the preferable fit index for MASEM (Cheung, 2015). However, for 
comprehensiveness we further report CFI (Bentler, 1990) and AGFI (Jöreskog & Sörbom, 1989) 
indices.  
2.6 Results 
Table 2.2 shows the meta-meta-analytic corrected correlations between the second-order 
factors of the SFM, their respective random effects variance components and the number of meta-
analytic coefficients, primary studies and sample sizes contributing to each cell. All random 
effects variance components are relatively small (v < .06). The correlations between all second-
order factors are significant (p < .001) and of medium to large effect size (Lipsey & Wilson, 
2001). The factors summarizing the perceived work environment correlate slightly less with the 
outcome factors (people outcomes and organizational outcomes; . 19 ≥ 𝑟 ≥  .38) than with each 
other (. 22 ≥ 𝑟 ≥  .47). 
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Table 2.2 
Meta-meta-analytic correlation matrix of SFM second-order factors and organizational 
outcomes 
Construct 1 2 3 4 5 
1. Corporate-level leadership      
2. Socio-technical system .41 *     
v  .004     
m meta-analytic coefficients 10     
k total studies 87     
N total observations 26,207     
3. Transformational variables .43 * .41 *    
v .014 .003    
m meta-analytic coefficients 12 14    
k total studies 115 195    
N total observations 43,270 47,770    
4. Transactional variables .47 * .22 * .46 *   
v .032 .010 .053   
m meta-analytic coefficients 33 63 38   
k total studies 323 983 844   
N total observations 109,739 736,067 455,526   
5. People Outcomes .38 * .31 * .38 * .28 *  
v .034 .031 .040 .033  
m meta-analytic coefficients 74 156 163 534  
k total studies 1,540 3,094 2,758 8,898  
N total observations 607,502 2,143,288 1,340,601 6,117,178  
6. Organizational Outcomes .23 * .19 * .36 * .21 * .25 * 
v .001 .004 .003 .007 .011 
m meta-analytic coefficients 21 63 28 116 120 
k total studies 448 1,488 534 2,667 1,679 
N total observations 202,986 360,068 754,089 1,103,132 1,081,319 
Note. *p < .001. v = Random effects variance component. 
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As results of MMASEM, fit indices for each model are reported in Table 2.3. Two trends 
are apparent in these results. First, models with more general or more unified conceptualizations 
of perceived work environment tend to fit better than models with more diversified 
conceptualizations, as evidenced by all indices. That is, the one-dimensional Model C (RMSEA = 
.104, CFI = .930 and AGFI = .931) fits better than Models B (RMSEA = .315, CFI = .520 and 
AGFI = .542) and D (RMSEA = .317, CFI = .513 and AGFI = .401), which in turn fit better than 
the four-dimensional Model A (RMSEA = .374, CFI = .322 and AGFI =.121). This finding 
supports a higher third-order structure of the perception of work environment by employees 
beyond the second-order factors of the SFM. It contradicts Hypothesis 1, according to which the 
two-dimensional Model B should fit best. A second trend evident in Table 2.3 is the superiority 
of SEM models proposing a mediation process by which third-order factors of work environment 
characteristics influence individual and organizational outcomes. The mediational models Am 
(RMSEA = .322, CFI = .496 and AGFI = .411), Bm (RMSEA = .078, CFI = .971 and AGFI = 
.959) and Dm (RMSEA = .207, CFI = .792 and AGFI = .762) fit better than their respective 
counterparts with an equal number of proposed dimensions, and Model Bm obtained the best 
overall fit. Model Bm demonstrates fit indices that can be considered a close approximation to the 
true structural relationships in the population (Hu & Bentler, 1999: CFI =.96, AGFI =.96, and 
RMSEA =.07). The significant chi-square suggests there is still room for improvement, but this 
statistic is sensitive to trivial model departures in our very large samples (cf. Harrison et al., 
2006). To assure superior model fit of Model Bm over the other models, we compared its model 
fit with the second-best fitting model, Model C (Hu & Bentler, 1999). The results show that 
Model Bm fits the data significantly better than Model C (Δ𝜒2 = 6915.40, p < .001). These 
results support hypotheses 2 and 3.  
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In Figure 2.3 path coefficients for Model Bm are shown. Besides the direct influence of 
the general transformational factor onto organizational outcomes all path coefficients for Model 
Bm are significantly positive (p < .001). Thus, the model closely oriented at the Burke-Litwin 
model’s structure and proposing a mediation of a latent transformational variables’ influence on 
outcomes via general transactional variables is empirically supported. 
Table 2.3 
Results of Meta-meta-analytic Structural Equation Modelling 
    Fit indices 
  Mediation  χ2 df RMSEA CFI AGFI 
Four dimensions of perceived work environment 
 Model A    115,877.00* 6 .374 .322 .121 
 Model Am  x  86,072.89* 6 .322 .496 .411 
Three dimensions of perceived work environment 
 Model D    83,178.54* 6 .317 .513 .401 
 Model Dm  x  35,518.30* 6 .207 .792 .762 
Two dimensions of perceived work environment 
 Model B    81,864.26* 6 .315 .520 .542 
 Model Bm  x  5,010.80* 6 .078 .971 .959 
One dimension of perceived work environment 
 Model C    11,926.16* 8 .104 .930 .931 
Note. * p < .001. RMSEA = Root Mean Square Error of Approximation; CFI = Comparative Fit 
Index; AGFI = Adjusted Goodness of Fit Index. 
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2.7 Discussion 
For utilizing employee survey data for EbM, employee survey measurement models have 
to make scientifically substantiated assumptions, about what to measure and about how the 
constructs measured interact with each other and relate to relevant organizational outcomes. A 
review of 11 scientifically published survey measurement models revealed, that multiple models 
offer comprehensive listings of which relevant constructs should be measured. As to how these 
constructs influence organizational outcomes, most models implicitly rely on the classical notion, 
as it is for example formulated in the reasoned action approach (Fishbein & Ajzen, 2010), that 
employees’ behavior and organizational outcomes are impacted by employees’ general job 
attitudes, which in turn are formed by their perception of the work environment. However, only 
very few of the models make assumptions on how the components of the perceived work 
environment that they propose to be measured relate to and interact with each other, to in the end 
influence individual and organizational outcomes. Furthermore, these few models’ structural 
assumptions lack empirical validation. To address this gap, we built on state-of-the-art survey 
measurement models and developed and tested seven theoretically sound and structurally testable 
ES models applying MMASEM.  
We find strong evidence for a model that synthesizes the Strategic Fitness ModelsTM 
factors (Brodbeck, 2015, Mauersberger et al., 2017) with the Burke-Litwin model of 
organizational performance and change’s structure (1992; Burke, 2017). This model, which we 
termed Transformation-Transaction (TFTA) Model, comprises two higher-order dimensions of 
the perceived work environment: A general transformational factor and a general transactional 
factor which mediates the transformational factors influence on relevant individual and 
organizational outcomes. This transformational factor is associated with leadership in an 
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organization context bringing about the change and is “discontinuous and revolutionary” in 
nature (Burke, 2017, p. 229), affecting the deep structure of the system and requiring 
significantly new behavior of the organizations members. While the transactional factor is more 
concerned with management, systems, structures and day-to-day operations (Burke, 2017, p. 
230).  
The supported mediation model indicates that transformational elements, despite directly 
influencing people and organizational outcomes, mainly influence transactional elements such as 
transactional leadership, organizational systems, cooperation or feedback, which in turn affect 
people and organizational outcomes. It seems that basic structures and processes as well as the 
basics of transactional management are necessary for an organization to realize the power of 
transformational factors and enabling them to adapt more quickly and to implement revolutionary 
change more efficiently. Organizational and transformational leadership needs to address and 
consider the local context (Cascio, 2007, Rousseau, 2012) formed by these basic transactional 
elements and transactional leadership to be effective and achieve sustainable change. Without 
establishing and changing these basics, attempts to quickly adapt and change through 
organizational transformational leadership might be of limited success.  
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Figure 2.3. Path coefficients of Model Bm.  
Note. *p < .001. 
 
Our results also reflect and support the general notion formulated within the Denison 
Organizational Culture Survey (Denison et al., 2012) and the SFM (Brodbeck, 2013, 2015, 
Mauersberger, et al., 2017), that organizations need to assure their stability and flexibility at the 
same time, as the balancing of these seemingly contradictory demands is instrumental for 
organizational functioning (Denison et al., 2012). This notion rests on a time-honored perception 
formulated by Simon (1947) of an organization as an adaptive system of physical, personal and 
social components that not only needs to strive to maximize profit, but also has to find acceptable 
solutions to acute problems and thus needs to balance seemingly contradictory goals at the same 
time. In decades of research this approach got reframed and refined (e.g., Holland, 1975; Kuran, 
1988; March 1991) and pathed ways to the concept of organizational ambidexterity (Tushman & 
O’Reilly, 1996), which at its core states, that to stay competitive organizations have to be able to 
adapt quickly through exploration, while still being able to exploit (March, 1991). Thus, 
conceptual gut feeling similarities between the concepts of flexibility and stability, which are 
represented by the transformational and the transactional factor in our model, and the concept of 
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exploration and exploitation of organizational ambidexterity research are not accidental, but 
rather represent the same idea in slightly different contexts.  
Indeed, our results can be considered in line with the constructs of simultaneous and 
contextual ambidexterity of organizations (Gibson & Birkinshaw, 2004; O’Reilly & Tushman, 
2013; Raisch & Birkinshaw, 2008). Gibson and Birkinshaw (2004: 214) view, the ability to 
balance exploration and exploitation requires a “supportive organizational context” and define 
ambidextrous organizations as “aligned and efficient in their management of today’s business 
demands, while also adaptive enough to changes in the environment that they will still be around 
tomorrow (p. 209).” However, what the organizational systems and processes are that enable 
organizations to explore and exploit simultaneously were never concretely specified (O’Reilly & 
Tushman, 2013). This is exactly where our model can be helpful. Elements of the perceived work 
environment constituting the general transformational factor and therewith organization 
flexibility, might be the preconditions for successful exploration, while the elements forming the 
transactional factor and determining organizational stability might precondition successful 
exploitation. Expanding this thought even further leads to the interesting idea, that exploitation 
preconditions and mechanism need to be in place before organizations can effectively explore. 
And vice versa, the fruits of exploration can only be harvested when transactional factors are 
shaped and in place, which can transform relevant ideas and inventions into productive 
innovations.  
Thus, the structural Transformation-Transaction Model for employee surveys developed 
and validated in this paper might not only represent the first employee survey model, that builds 
on an internationally generalizable model and incorporates validated content and factorial 
structure with meta-analytically validated structural assumptions regarding its factors and 
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relevant outcomes. As Burke (2017) has pointed out for the BLOAS, such a sophisticated survey 
model might also represent a general model of organizational functioning and organizational 
performance emergence. Drawing from a wide range of meta-analyses of industrial and 
organizational psychology as well as management and business research the presented model 
pulls together theories and concepts from both disciplines and forms a high-level representation 
and unifying theory.  
With the presented, practitioners now have a model at their disposal whose structure and 
content is meta-meta-analytically validated, cross-cultural measurement equivalent and truly 
enables practitioners to utilize employee survey data for evidence-based management. The 
models’ high-level structure also can provide practitioners with a clear and quick overview of 
how perceptions of the work environment affect employees and organizational outcomes and 
allows to identification levers for change. 
2.7.1 Limitations and Routes for Future Research  
When aggregating meta-analytic evidence to perform high-level MMASEM across many 
research domains of industrial and organizational psychology as well as business research, as 
conducted in this paper, some compromises, mainly resulting from meta-analyses reporting 
practice, have to be made: Although independent and dependent variables were coded 
respectively for each effect size, only a small sample of effect sizes extracted from the meta-
analyses included only studies with time-lagged designs. Thus, causality and directionality of 
relationships cannot be assumed with certainty at the current status. To perform the high-level 
analysis across many research domains different variables had to be subsumed under the same 
construct. This assignment of variables to constructs was conducted by well-trained raters and 
was based on an empirically validated theoretical framework (Mauersberger et al. 2017). 
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Although we view our aggregation as pretty robust, also considering the amount of data and 
variables included, potentially important relationships between single variables subsumed to 
different constructs might have got lost in the process. Thus, future research should attempt to 
take a detailed look at the variable’s assignment to the constructs of the TFTA model to further 
refine the model. As meta-analyses usually do not report interaction terms for their focus 
variables moderator variables could not be considered in the MMASEM analysis. Furthermore, 
as levels of analysis and measurement were also in most cases not reported for the coded effect 
sizes in the meta-analyses, different levels of analysis and measurement of the same constructs 
may be confounded in the analysis.   
Future theory development and research is asked to establish and test causal relationships 
of the models’ categories. Furthermore, to improve employee survey measurement models, future 
research should address probable multi-level effects (Klein & Kozlowski, 2000; Hitt, Beamish, 
Jackson & Mathieu, 2007) within employee survey measurement models – a topic largely 
unaddressed so far.  
 In sum, we provide a basis for designing employee surveys based on a cross-culturally 
validated measurement model that incorporates scientific content and structure. Thus, when 
building on the model, organizations can directly apply the principles of the “big ‘E’ evidence” of 
EbM when gathering their information for the “little ‘e’ evidence” of EbM via employee surveys 
(cf. Rousseau, 2006). 
2.8 Linking Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 
In Chapter 2 we reviewed scientific employee survey measurement models to evaluate 
their suitability for evidence-based management purposes, by combining scientific “big ‘E’ 
evidence” (Rousseau, 2006) represented in their components and structure with local context 
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specific “little ‘e’ evidence” (Rousseau, 2006) generated through conducting employee surveys in 
practice. As no measurement model combined validated content with a validated model structure 
we developed and tested seven potential structural survey models meta-meta-analytically 
synthesizing current scientific evidence. As expected the Transformation-Transaction survey 
models’ factorial and internal structure proved to fit the data best. It, thus, represents the first 
theoretically well-grounded and scientifically substantiated structural measurement model for 
employee surveys and their specific use for evidence-based management.  
In Chapter 3 we build on the Transformation-Transaction survey model developed in 
Chapter 2 and transfer it into practice in three studies. Applying the Transformation-Transaction 
survey model to conduct employee surveys in practice enables us, first, to validate the model not 
only with synthesized secondary meta-analytic data, but also with empirical data collected 
directly in practice. Extending previous research on employee survey models that has focused so 
far on cross-sectional analyses and validation neglecting the inherent causal nature of their own 
assumptions (cf. Borg & Mastrangelo, 2008; Burke, 2016; Di Pofi, 2002) we, second, investigate 
causality of the Transformation-Transaction survey models’ assumptions. Third, as survey data is 
gathered in very complex and dynamic organizational systems (e.g., Katz & Kahn, 1978), we 
make a first attempt to include multi-level considerations an employee survey model. The 
longitudinal and multilevel design of the studies in Chapter 3 combined with the analyses of real-
life data from an applied context allows obtaining a clearer picture of the Transformation-
Transaction survey model quality and its suitability for evidence-based management. 
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3 Testing Causality and Multilevel Effects  
in a Sound Structural Employee Survey Measurement Model3  
 
3.1 Abstract 
Organizations more and more utilize employee survey data for evidence-based 
management and organizational change. However, current employee survey models’ usefulness 
for evidence-based management is limited as they lack adequate validation of causal assumptions 
underlying their internal structure and impacts on ‘hard’ business outcome criteria and 
furthermore neglect potential multilevel effects in the survey data. In two large scale empirical 
studies we tested several causal assumptions underlying a scientifically sound structural survey 
model (cf. Matthaei & Brodbeck, 2018). In a third study, we further developed the model to 
capture multilevel concepts and their effects on people outcomes and also tested its incremental 
validity against a commensurate single-level survey model with data from over 190.000 
employees in over 3000 work-units. Results are discussed in the light of combining people 
analytics with business analytics by demonstrating causal and multi-level effects of ‘soft’ survey 
data on ‘hard’ business data on the work group level. 
3.2 Introduction 
In the past decades political and market environments have become more and more 
volatile for organizations. Besides disgruntlement in traditional political alliances, and a revival 
of market protectionism (e.g., Scherrer & Abernathy, 2017), dramatically innovative ideas, so 
called “disruptive technologies” (Christensen et al., 2008), transform whole industries within 
                                                             
3 The studies in this chapter have been presented at the “78the Annual Meeting of the Academy of Management” 
in August 2018 in Chicago, IL, USA. Professor Felix C. Brodbeck supervised this research and is the second author of 
this work. When using the term “we”, I refer to Felix C. Brodbeck and myself.   
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years (Finz-enz, 2010). For instance, Amazon reinvented book selling, Spotify revolutionized the 
music business and Uber is on its way to substitute professional taxi services by private 
entrepreneurs. These trends let pundits and leaders alike assert that we now live in a ‘VUCA 
world’, employing an acronym for volatility, uncertainty, complexity, and ambiguity (Bennett & 
Lemoine, 2014).  
To meet these challenges organizations are required to become more and more adaptive, 
while retaining a core stability to be able to perform efficiently (cf. Gibson & Birkinshaw, 2004; 
Matthaei & Brodbeck, 2018), and improve decision making (Rousseau, 2006). Attempting to 
achieve high adaptability organizations are implementing manifold initiatives revolving around 
continuous organizational development, feedback systems, reorganization of organizational 
structure like delayering and reorganization of work and work environments like employee 
empowerment. To improve decision-making, many organizations introduce the idea of data and 
evidence-based management (EbM; Bersin, 2015; Rousseau, 2006). EbM tries to make use of 
available scientific and local evidence (Rousseau, 2006) thereby reducing “eminence-based” or 
“eloquence-based” (cf. Isaacs & Fitzgerald, 1999) as well as feeling-based management 
(Brodbeck, 2008; Pfeffer & Sutton, 2006).  
A key instrument that can contribute to and drive both organizational adaptability and 
decision making while bringing them together however is often overlooked – the employee 
survey. Employee surveys are commonly perceived as instruments of organizational 
development, fostering organizational adaptability by providing systematic feedback and 
initiating follow-up change processes (e.g., Burke, 2017; Church et al., 2012; Kraut, 2006). Their 
potential value for evidence-based management is far less known, though (Matthaei & Brodbeck, 
2018; Mauersberger et al., 2017). When based on a sound scientific survey measurement model, 
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employee surveys enable organizations to integrate generalizable scientific knowledge (big “E” 
evidence, cf. Rousseau, 2006: 260), represented in the survey model, with locally generated 
organization-specific data (little “e” evidence, cf. Rousseau, 2006: 260), and thus allows 
organizations to rely on best available evidence for decision guidance.  
To validly derive goal-directed change initiatives from survey results and using survey 
data to generate evidence for evidence-based management, employee surveys have to be 
thoughtfully designed. Researchers, however, repeatedly noted, that many of the existing 
employee survey measurement models lack either a well-grounded theoretical underpinning or a 
sound empirical foundation (Borg & Mastrangelo, 2008; Burke, 2017; Matthaei & Brodbeck, 
2018; Mauersberger et al., 2017). Especially the structure of survey models, meaning the 
interrelations of its proposed factors with each other and relevant organizational outcomes, is 
often insufficiently specified and lacks sound validation (Burke, 2017; Di Pofi, 2002; Matthaei & 
Brodbeck, 2018; Mauersberger et al., 2017). A well specified and validated survey model 
structure however is essential when applying data generated through employee survey for 
evidence-based management. To know how the different variables of a model interact and via 
which process they influence organizational outcomes is essential for drawing valid and 
generalizable conclusions from the employee surveys results, for example, about linkages and 
levers for organizational change and development in evidence-based management (Kraut, 2006). 
Recently, some steps towards solving these problems have been made, by systematically 
analyzing the scientific survey model literature. With the model, presented by Matthaei and 
Brodbeck (2018), the first comprehensive survey model for international employee surveys was 
developed on the basis of meta-analytically validated structural assumptions by integrating 
components of different scientific survey models. Despite this effort, still two important 
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traditional shortcomings could not be solved by their work and thus remain to be tackled before 
employee survey models can be applied for evidence-based management with a clear conscience.  
First, structural assumptions specified by theoretically sound survey models (e.g., Burke, 
2017; Matthaei & Brodbeck, 2018) imply causality (Borg & Mastrangelo, 2008). If A is 
changed, B is affected and so forth. However, these structural assumptions are, if at all, so far 
only validated with cross-sectional analysis and, therefore, allow identifying correlations but no 
causal relationships. Even though Matthaei and Brodbeck (2018) for example test their models’ 
structure with meta-meta-analytical structural equation modeling, their sample could not be 
limited to time-lagged meta-analytic designs and thus does not allow for testing the assumed 
causal relationships. The employee survey model literature so far falls short of adequately 
validating their causal structural assumptions, leaving survey practitioners in uncertainty, if the 
relationships specified in their survey model actually allow identification of levers for change or 
just represent correlations between variables.  
 Second, employee survey data is gathered in very complex and dynamic systems (e.g., 
Katz & Kahn, 1978). Commonly employees across a whole organization, from different 
organizational units, profession, different countries or subsidiaries, are surveyed. Hierarchical 
organizational structures and affiliation with a specific organizational unit relating thereto, 
influence employees everyday work experience to a great extent. Employees within the same 
units probably more resemble one another due to personnel selection processes and make more 
similar experiences at work, for example due to having the same boss or identical profession, 
than employees from different organizational units. This implies that employee surveys comprise 
complex multilevel systems with probable multilevel effects (Hitt, Beamish, Jackson & Mathieu, 
2007; Klein & Kozlowski, 2000), that should be accounted for in employee survey models. 
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Although accounting for and modeling multilevel effects is often demanded and discussed in 
recent years (Hitt, Beamish, Jackson & Mathieu, 2007; Klein & Kozlowski, 2000) and 
management research is slowly stepping up to the task (e.g., Aguilera, Rupp, Williams, & 
Ganapathi, 2005; Beehr, Glazer, Fischer, Linton, & Hansen, 2009; Zohar, & Luria, 2005), there 
have been no attempts to account for multilevel data and effects in employee survey models so 
far (Matthaei & Brodbeck, 2018).  
The purpose of this paper is to address these shortcomings, by testing the causal 
relationships proposed in the model presented by Matthaei and Brodbeck (2018) to 
organizational outcomes (Study 1) as well as its internal causal structural assumptions (Study 2) 
with large scale time-lagged data. We then attempt to further develop the model to account for 
multilevel effects in the data and test if the multilevel model fits the data better than the single 
level model (Study 3).    
3.3 Theoretical Background 
3.3.1 State of the Art Employee Survey Models and their Causal Assumptions  
Employee surveys describe a “systematic process of data collection designed to 
quantitatively measure specific aspects of an organizational member’s experience as it relates to 
work” (Church & Waclawski, 1998, p. 4). Conducted regularly by most large companies in 
Europe and the US (Hossiep & Frieg, 2013; Wiley, 2010), employee surveys are commonly 
perceived as instruments of organizational development, fostering organizational adaptability by 
providing systematic feedback and initiating follow-up change processes (e.g., Burke, 2017; 
Church et al., 2012; Kraut, 2006). Furthermore, they can provide insights extending beyond basic 
HR data and into the “black box” of employees’ work environment perceptions, attitudes and the 
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emergence of “organizational behavior” as a whole and thus can expose the missing link in the 
value creation chain between organizational investments constituting the organizational work 
environment and organizational performance (Burke, 2017; Fitz-enz, 2010; Kraut, 2006; 
Matthaei & Brodbeck, 2018; Wiley, 2010). Thus, employee surveys provide information for 
managerial decisions for improving organizational functioning (Kraut, 1996) and therefore 
represent a tool perfectly suited to help HR departments to prepare their companies for the 
volatile political and market environments as well as potential future disruptive changes (cf. Fitz-
enz, 2010; Kraut, 2006). 
Over the last decades employee surveys have evolved from sporadic polls and 
benchmarking surveys, with just the intent to understand how employees see things to large 
unfreeze-and-involve management programs with the clear goal to improve satisfaction and 
performance, involving all employees and management levels in extensive regular follow-up 
processes (Borg & Mastrangelo, 2008). In the latest development phase, researchers and 
practitioners increasingly try to develop long-term focused “systemic employee surveys” by 
embedding the measured soft factors in the management systems (e. g., performance appraisal) 
and link them with other business data to improve management (Borg & Mastrangelo, 2008; 
Kraut, 2006; Wiley, 2010). Today there are various theoretical models available serving as a 
basis for questionnaire design, data analysis, and reporting of employee surveys as well as action 
planning based on survey results (Borg & Mastrangelo, 2008).  
In a recent review Matthaei and Brodbeck (2018) analyze the 11 most renowned and 
scientifically published employee survey measurement models regarding their (a) relevance for 
organizational outcomes, (b) their comprehensiveness, (c) their structure and (d) their 
international measurement equivalence. They find that no model fulfills all the criteria. Most 
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models were able to predict organizational outcomes and received support for their factorial 
structure. However, only very few models, Harrison, Newman and Roth´s model, the RACER 
model (Borg & Mastrangelo, 2008) and the Burke-Litwin Organizational Assessment Survey 
(BLOAS; Burke & Litwin, 1992; Burke, 2017), explicitly go beyond factorial modeling and 
propose relationships and interactions between the components of perceived work environment 
and individual and organizational outcomes. However, these models’ structural assumptions lack 
empirical validation (Matthaei & Brodbeck, 2018). To make things worse, only for a single 
survey model, the Strategic Fitness Model (Brodbeck, 2015; Mauersberger et al., 2017), 
international measurement equivalence was proven across the globe.   
To tackle these shortcomings Matthaei and Brodbeck (2018) synthesized a new model 
from the best models’ components and validated its structure meta-meta-analytically on the basis 
of over 120 meta-analyses. The model combines structural assumptions from various survey 
models like the Burke-Litwin-Organizational Assessment Survey (BLOAS; Burke, 2017; Burke 
& Litwin, 1992) and the Denison Organizational Culture Survey (Denison & Neale, 1996; 
Denison, Nieminen, & Kotrba, 2012) with the basic factorial structure of the Strategic Fitness 
Model (SFM; Brodbeck, 2015; Mauersberger et al., 2017). Center of the model are two higher-
order factors of the perceived work environment, a latent transformational factor and a latent 
transactional factor, that both split up into two lower-level factors, which themselves again 
consist of multiple dimensions. The model thus might be referred to as Transformation-
Transaction Model (TFTA model). The transformational factor, consists of the lower-level 
factors “transformational variables” and “corporate-level leadership”, while the transactional 
factor, comprising the lower-level factors “transactional variables” and “socio-technical system”, 
mediates the influence of the transformational factor onto relevant people outcomes, like job 
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satisfaction, commitment or engagement. These people outcomes, then in turn influence 
organizational outcomes, like organizational performance, profit, turnover or sickness rates 
(Matthaei & Brodbeck, 2018). The full model is depicted in Figure 3.1 and its dimensions and 
factors are described in more detail in Appendix A.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.1. Transformation-Transaction Model.  
Note. PE-Value Fit= Person-Environment Value Fit. 
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As mentioned before their suggested model draws components of its structure from the 
Burke-Litwin Organizational Assessment Model (e.g., Burke, 2017), which is explicitly stated to 
be a “causal model” (Burke, 2017, p. 222) that predicts cause, even though in organizational 
reality probably most variables of the model would correlate with each other (Burke, 2017, p. 
228). This intercorrelation of all model variables holds true also for the Strategic Fitness Model 
(Mauersberger et al., 2017) and for the further developed TFTA model presented by Matthaei 
and Brodbeck (2018), which we are using as the baseline model in the present study. However, 
some relationships are weightier than others and some directions are theoretically more 
reasonable and empirically more important. These considerations are reflected in the model 
specifications. As can be seen in Figure 3.1, the causal assumptions are the following: the higher 
order transformational factor influences the higher order transactional factor which affects 
people outcomes, and together with people outcomes it further affects organizational outcomes.  
As mentioned earlier when testing their models’ structure with meta-meta-analytical 
structural equation modeling, Matthaei and Brodbeck (2018) were not able to limit their sample 
of meta-analyses to time-lagged meta-analytic designs for statistical testing, as there was only a 
small hand full, and thus, the proposed relationships could not be interpreted as causal 
relationships. Therefore, an empirical evaluation of the causal nature of the models’ structure is 
still pending. With this paper we use large scale empirical data in two studies to test the causal 
nature of the models’ structure. Study 1 analyzes the internal structure of the model with cross-
sectional data and regarding its proposed causal impacts on time-lagged organizational 
outcomes, while Study 2 tests the causal nature of its internal relationships as described above. 
Adhering to the formulation of the TFTA model yields in the following hypotheses: 
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Hypothesis 1a. The structure of the TFTA model is supported by cross-sectional 
structural equation modeling and fits the data well. 
Hypothesis 1b. The transactional factor and the people outcomes of the TFTA model 
affect time-lagged organizational outcomes. 
Hypothesis 2a. The transformational factor influences the transactional factor causally.  
Hypothesis 2b. The transactional factor influences the people outcomes factor causally.  
3.3.2 Multilevel Considerations in Employee Surveys  
Multilevel scholars have suggested that individual level models are often too simplistic to 
accurately capture organizational phenomena (e.g., Hitt et al., 2007; Kozlowski & Klein, 2000). 
Solely focusing on the individual-level may be a cause for concern because it ignores the fact 
that most contemporary work environments require individuals to align with a work group, team, 
and/or the organization (Cole et al., 2012; Mathieu, Maynard, Rapp, & Gilson, 2008). Although 
employee survey results are generally not reported or interpreted in organizations on the 
individual level, but rather aggregated on team or unit level, the literature on employee survey 
models has so far circumvented multilevel modeling (Matthaei & Brodbeck, 2018). Findings at 
one level of analysis, however, cannot be generalized neatly and exactly to other levels of 
analysis (Klein & Kozlowski, 2000). When micro researchers attempt to generalize findings 
from individual-level data to higher levels, they commit an atomistic fallacy. Just because a 
relation holds at the lower level does not mean it will also hold at higher levels. Relationships 
that hold at one level of analysis may be stronger or weaker at a different level of analysis, or 
may even reverse direction. We, therefore, need to understand, what exactly might be 
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represented by employee survey results of the TFTA model aggregated to the team or unit level 
and how potential “shared team [or unit] properties” (Klein & Kozlowski, 2000) emerge.  
 Shared team properties originate in same or similar individual “experiences, attitudes, 
perceptions, values, cognitions, or behaviors” (Klein & Kozlowski, 2000, p. 215), and shared 
factors or processes constrain variability among members of teams or units. In an employee 
survey context, with a homogeneous organizational environment, selection, socialization, 
leadership and social interactions, there are many factors that might have the potential to render a 
shared team or unit properties (Klein & Kozlowski, 2000). Thus, we want to describe, why and 
how team members might come to share the different high-level factors of the TFTA model, in 
the following. 
The Transformational Factor on the Team Level. The transformational factor of the 
TFTA model is associated with leadership in an organizational context (Burke, 2017; Matthaei & 
Brodbeck, 2018) and captures amongst others the dimensions transformational leadership, 
strategy, strategy alignment, trust and change and innovation culture. Its characterization as 
leadership in an organizational context already implies a certain determination through the 
leaders of teams. Employees of the same workgroup might implicitly or explicitly share 
consistent perceptions of their leader emerging from similar experiences in treatment from their 
leader and/or social information processing in interaction among the work group members (Klein 
& Kozlowski, 2000). The transformational factor on the work group level, thus, might be seen as 
a representation of change and leadership climate. Looking at the subdimensions of the 
transformational factor supports this notion.  
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The dimension “change and innovation culture” which is conceptualized as “climate for 
innovation” and “change culture” (Mauersberger et al., 2017) directly mirrors the work group-
level concept the transformational factor and is implicitly a work group-level dimension. This is 
supported by the fact, that appropriate change-leadership behaviors in the change literature are 
mostly assumed to be aimed at the whole work unit (Herold, Fedor, Caldwell, & Liu, 2008). 
Transformational leadership can, and has been conceptualized as both, an individual-level and as 
a group or work-unit-level variable (Herold et al., 2008). At the individual level, it would reflect 
discretionary stimuli differentially aimed by the leader at different followers, whereas at the 
group level it would reflect ambient stimuli (Hackman, 1992), like leadership style, that are 
shared or experienced by all group members alike (Herold et al., 2008). Consistent alignment to 
the strategy within work units of the organization has been conceptualized as structural 
alignment (Beehr et al., 2009; Semler, 1997). Structural alignment describes the shared 
alignment to goals in different parts of the organization and can emerge through recruitment and 
socialization (Kristof, 1996) or leadership as “a major component of leaders’ job responsibilities 
is to ensure that their units are operating in accordance with the organization’s goals.” (Beehr et 
al., 2009: 4).  
Overall, a work group-level transformational factor might exist and be seen as a 
representation of change and leadership climate. This work group-level concept captures shared 
work group properties, that are distinct from individual perceptions and form conceptually 
different variables.  
Hypothesis 3a. There is significant within-work group consistency to assume a work 
group-level representation of the transformational factor.  
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The Transactional Factor on the Work Group Level. The transactional factor of the 
TFTA model factor is concerned with management, systems, structures and day-to-day 
operations (Burke, 2017; Matthaei & Brodbeck, 2018). It comprises amongst others the 
dimensions transactional leadership, roles and tasks, working conditions, cooperation and 
communication. As in the case of the transformational factor the dimensions of the transactional 
factor appear influenced to a large extent by the work-units’ leader. This is especially apparent as 
transactional leadership and assigning roles and tasks is a core task of leaders (e.g., Bass 1999), 
that due to their leadership style might be handled somewhat consistent by managers towards 
their work group members (cf. Zohar & Luria, 2005) or might be perceived consistent by work 
group members due to social information processing in interactions among work group members 
(Klein & Kozlowski, 2000). Its dimensions, cooperation and communication, are interactive by 
nature and thus their perception is formed in a social exchange process within the work group 
(Mauersberger et al. 2017). Aggregating individual-level evaluations of cooperation and 
communication to the work group-level therefore might yield a shared communication and 
cooperation climate (cf. Buunk, Zurriaga, Peiro, Nauta, & Gosalvez, 2005). Overall, the 
transactional factor on the work group-level can be best described as a representation of a 
working climate, as it captures the perception of the day-to-day working experiences that work 
group members share.  
Hypothesis 3b. There is significant within-work group consistency to assume a work 
group-level representation of the transactional factor.  
People Outcomes on the Work Group Level. The people outcomes factor of the TFTA 
model summarizes all work-related attitudes, states, motivational variables (Mauersberger et al., 
2017). These variables are classically assumed to be formed through cognitive evaluative 
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processes of individuals (e.g., Fishbein & Ajzen, 2010; Mitchell, 1997) and thus should 
inherently be individual-level constructs. However, a large body of literature has conceptualized 
these attitudes and motivational states as emergent states on the team-level or work group-level 
(e.g., Chen & Kanfer, 2006; Cole et al, 2012). At the work group-level, motivational states are 
assumed to reflect “a shared belief among members regarding various aspects of their 
capabilities and tasks” (Chen & Kanfer, 2006: 233). One of the most researched work group 
emergent motivational states is team (or collective) efficacy, which is assumed to be a team-level 
analogue of self-efficacy (Bandura, 1997) and which captures the shared belief among members 
of a work group that their work group can accomplish certain tasks (Chen & Kanfer, 2006). High 
team efficacy should go along with an energetic and engaged team climate (Cole et al., 2012) 
and with job satisfaction throughout the work group. We thus assume that a shared emergent 
work group-level perception of people outcomes exists.  
Hypothesis 3c. There is significant within-work group consistency to assume a work 
group-level representation of the people outcome factor.  
Relationships between Work Group Level Constructs of the Transformation-
Transaction Model. It is reasonable to assume, that the work group-level transformational factor, 
representing change and leadership climate might affect work group-level working climate, 
represented by the work group-level transactional factor. The shared perception of change 
climate and leadership of work group members might be seen as an approximation of the real 
leadership and change management quality experienced in their work group. Leadership and 
change management quality shapes the working conditions, structures and processes in a work 
group (e.g., Herold et al. 2008) and therewith their work group-level working climate. We 
therefore assume: 
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Hypothesis 4a. The work group-level representation of the transformational factor is 
positively related to the work group-level representation of the transactional factor.  
When looking at the work group-level transactional factor, a great working climate might 
enable work group members to perform better and give them confidence in the work groups’ 
abilities through the day-to-day interactions and shared working experiences and thereby affect 
the work group members collective efficacy (e.g., Bandura, 1997; Klein & Kozlowski, 2000). 
Through this process the work group-level transactional factor might positively relate to the 
work groups’ emergent motivational state (Chen & Kanfer, 2006) and thereby also with the work 
group-level people outcomes. 
Hypothesis 4b. The work group-level representation of the transactional factor positively 
relates to the work group-level people outcomes.  
 Last but not least, the work groups motivational states should impact individual job 
attitudes, like job satisfaction, motivation or engagement. Members working in highly motivated 
and engaged work groups, might be infected by these states through emotional, cognitive and 
social contagion processes (Barsade, 2002; Gibson, 2001). Furthermore, high team efficacy, 
meaning the confidence in the teams’ abilities throughout the team members, might enhance 
individual self-efficacy. We therefore also assume a positive cross-level relationship of the work 
group-level people outcomes with the individual-level people outcomes.  
Hypothesis 4c. The work group-level people outcomes relate positively to the individual-
level people outcomes.  
The whole purpose of adding multilevel concepts and relationships to the TFTA model is 
to enable the model to more accurately capture organizational phenomena (e.g., Hitt et al., 2007; 
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Kozlowski & Klein, 2000), and therewith improve its usefulness and informative value for 
evidence-based management. Furthermore, a multilevel model would be valuable for in-depth 
interpretations of employee survey results in practice, as for example, levers for change could be 
more precisely identified when analyzing differences between individual- and team-level or 
work group-level results. Individual level factors, such as general life satisfaction or level of 
competency could be separated from work group level factors, such as group efficacy beliefs. On 
each level, different means to achieve change would be necessary. As it adds information, we 
expect the multilevel version of the model to fit employee survey data better than the standard 
single-level version of it. 
Hypothesis 5. The multilevel version of the TFTA model fits the data better, then the 
commensurate single-level survey model 
3.4 Study 1: Model Structure and Effects on Organizational Outcomes 
3.4.1 Theoretical Rationale 
Study 1 analyzes the internal structure of the TFTA model with cross-sectional data and 
its dimensions proposed causal impacts on time-lagged organizational outcomes. 
3.4.2 Sample and Procedures 
For the first study employee survey data and HR organizational outcome measures were 
obtained from a large Germany headquartered manufacturing company. Employee survey data 
was collected during a span of four weeks in September, 2014. All employees were invited to the 
survey. White-collar employees with a company e‐mail address received an electronic invitation 
from the board of management providing an internet link to a portal where they could complete 
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the web‐based survey, while blue-collar employees in production areas (52 %) were sent 
individualized paper questionnaires to participate. In all, 181,103 employees from 3194 work-
units and 44 countries chose to voluntarily respond to the 55 items for an overall response rate of 
70 per cent. The sample was composed of 2 per cent division‐level managers, 8 per cent team 
leaders, and 90 per cent non‐managerial employees. The majority of respondents (83 per cent) 
were male. One and a half years later, sickness rates, dysfunctional turnover and idea 
management system data for the year 2015 were retrieved from the companies HR database as 
organizational outcomes.   
3.4.3 Measures 
 Components of the Transformation-Transaction Model. To capture the components of 
the Transformation-Transaction Model the employee surveys items were matched independently 
to the dimensions of the model by both authors. This mirrors the procedure by Mauersberger et 
al. (2017), when they first validated the Strategic Fitness Model. Interrater agreement between 
both authors was good (Cohens κ = .81) on dimensional-level and very good on level of the 
latent (Cohens κ = .95). The complete set of items and their assignment to the dimensions and 
lower-level factors of the Transformation-Transaction Model is listed in Appendix A. All items 
were rated on a 5-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree) and 
Cronbachs alpha was good to excellent for all five lower-level factor scales (.85 < α < .92; 
DeVellis, 2012).  
 Organizational Outcomes. As organizational outcomes sickness and turnover rates, as 
well as idea management system data as indicator for innovativeness were retrieved from the 
companies HR database. These variables have commonly been used in business research as 
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indicators for organizational performance outcomes closely linked to employees’ job attitudes 
and perceptions of the work environment (cf. Bowling, Alarcon, Bragg & Hartman, 2015; 
Hancock, Allen, Bosco, McDaniel, Pierce, 2013; Harter et al., 2002; Park & Shaw, 2013). To 
assure anonymity, all organizational outcome indicators were collected and matched on work 
group-level.  
As sickness rate, the overall percentage of sick days in a work group across the 
calendrical year following the employee survey was retrieved. For the turnover rates, with 
termination by the employee and resignation due to unknown reasons, only dysfunctional 
turnover (Ton & Huckman, 2008) was considered. Again, the rates were calculated as percentage 
of workforce turnover per work group across the calendrical year following the employee survey. 
As indicator for innovativeness the relative number of ideas turned in to the idea management 
system per employee of a work group across the calendrical year following the employee survey 
were extracted.  
The organizational outcome data were not available for all work groups in the company. 
The sickness rates as well as the innovativeness indicators could be obtained for 1454 work 
groups, the turnover rates for 387. 
3.4.4 Analysis 
Our first study aims at testing the structure of the Transformation-Transaction Model 
with cross-sectional data and time-lagged organizational outcomes. Using the lavaan package 
(Rosseel, 2012) for R 3.4.3, we apply structural equation modeling (SEM) to test the factorial 
structure and internal structure of the Transformation-Transaction Model in a first step. In a 
second step we analyze the models proposed influence on time-lagged sickness and turnover rate 
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as well as innovativeness indicators each in an individual model. As the independence model is 
likely wrong in applied research (e.g., Cheung, 2015), RMSEA is the preferable fit index for 
model testing. For comprehensiveness we also report the standardized root mean square residual 
(SRMR) as recommended for confirmatory factor analyses by Kline (2010). 
3.4.5 Results of Study 1 
On the basis of SEM, the Transformation-Transaction Model yielded in a good fit to the 
observed data: RMSEA = 0.085, with a confidence interval (CI, 95 per cent) = 0.085 to 0.085 
and a standardized root mean square residual (SRMR) = .080. All items loaded statistically 
significant on their intended factor with z-values ranging from 144.44 to 285.97. The lower-level 
factors loaded significantly on the intended second-level factors. On the highest level of the 
model (second-level) and as expected the transformational factor had a strong significant positive 
effect on the transactional factor (standardized beta = 1.00), which in turn positively influences 
the people outcomes factor (standardized beta = .68). Overall, results support the structure of the 
Transformation-Transaction Model and support Hypothesis 1a.  
According to the Transformation-Transaction Model high values in the transactional 
factor and the people outcomes factor should decrease sickness and turnover rates, but increase 
innovativeness (e.g., Mauersberger et al., 2017). Our model tests results indicate, that it is not 
that simple. Standardized beta coefficients of the relationships in Table 3.1 show, sickness rates 
are significantly predicted by the transactional factor (standardized beta = -.14; p < .01), but not 
by the people outcomes. The turnover rate on the other hand is negatively influenced by the 
people outcomes (standardized beta = -.06; p < .01), but against expectations also positively 
affected by the transactional factor (standardized beta = .07; p < .01). The number of ideas 
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submitted to the idea management system is positively affected by the people outcomes 
(standardized beta = .07; p < .01), but again against our expectations negatively influenced by the 
transactional factor (standardized beta = -.18; p < .01). Thus, the transactional factor and the 
people outcomes show predictive validity for some organizational outcome indicators, but not 
for all. Our results therefore only partially support Hypothesis 1b. 
 
Table 3.1 
Influence of the transactional factor and the people outcome factor on time-lagged 
organizational outcomes 
Outcome Predictor Standardized beta SE z-score p 
Sickness rate       
 People outcomes  .01 .01 1.73 .08 
 Transactional factor -.14 .01 -17.63 < .01 
Turnover rate      
 People outcomes  -.06 .02 - 3.66 < .01 
 Transactional factor .07 .02 4.47 < .01 
Innovativeness: No. of ideas     
 People outcomes  .07 .01 8.10 < .01 
 Transactional factor -.18 .01 -21.75 < .01 
Note. SE = Standard error. 
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3.5 Study 2: Causality of Internal Structural Assumptions  
3.5.1 Theoretical Rationale 
As the internal structure of the Transformation-Transaction Model could only be 
analyzed with cross-sectional data in Study 1, Study 2 is intended to test the causality of the 
proposed internal relationships with longitudinal data.  
3.5.2 Sample and Procedures 
The sample for Study 2 was provided by the same Germany headquartered company as in 
study 1, but enriched with data from the subsequent employee survey. This second survey took 
place two years after the first one. Data collection procedures were identical to those of study 1. 
All in all, 199,865 employees from 3220 work groups and 44 countries chose to voluntarily 
respond in the second survey for an overall response rate of 76 per cent. Safeguarding the 
anonymity of survey participants, we were not able to match individuals between the two 
surveys, but matched work groups between both surveys and analyzed the structure on work 
group-level.  
3.5.3 Analysis 
 Cross-lagged path analysis is widely used to infer causal associations in data from 
longitudinal research designs (e.g., Cacioppo, Hawkley, & Thisted, 2010). Causal predominance 
can be examined by comparing standardized coeﬃcients of the cross-lagged paths (Kearney, 
2017; Newsom, 2015). To test the proposed causal relationships in the TFTA model cross-lagged 
panel analysis was conducted within a structural equation modeling (SEM) framework. The 
tested cross-lagged panel model is depicted in Figure 3.2.  
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3.5.4 Results of Study 2 
 The cross-lagged panel specified model fitted the data well (SRMR = .047; Hu & Bentler, 
1999) and standardized beta coefficients, that can be seen in Figure 3.2, are all but one 
significant. The only exception comes as expected. The transformational factor measured in the 
second survey did not affect the transactional factor captured in the first survey (β = -.00; p = 
.78). Comparing the standardized coefficients across the two cross-lagged pathways indicating 
the relationship between the transformational factor and the transactional factor, we find a 
significant positive influence of the transformational factor onto the transactional factor through 
time (β = .09; p < .01), while for the opposed direction no such relationship could be observed. 
In this model, therefore, the transformational factor seems to causally predict the transactional 
factor of the TFTA model to a certain extent and the results support Hypothesis 2a. The cross-
lagged pathways indicating the relationships between the transactional factor and the people 
outcomes are both significant and positive. However, the magnitude of the influence from T1 to 
T2, at β = .08 (p < .01) is slightly higher than the influence from T2 to T2 (β = .05; p < .01). This 
result indicates a small positive causal effect of the transactional factor on the people outcomes 
factor of the TFTA model over a span of two years, and thus support Hypothesis 2b. 
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Figure 3.2. Structural model for the cross-lagged panel analysis.  
Note. For ease of presentation, covariates and non-significant pathway are not shown. All 
parameters standardized. *p < .01. 
 
 
 
3.6 Study 3: Generalizability across Levels and Multilevel Considerations 
3.6.1 Theoretical Rationale 
Both previous studies did not account for potential multilevel effects in the complex 
employee survey data (Klein & Kozlowski, 2000; Matthaei & Brodbeck, 2018). Study 3 address 
this shortcoming, by analyzing the multilevel generalizability and structure of the TFTA model.   
3.6.2 Sample and Procedures 
For Study 3 cross-sectional individual-level data from the second employee survey from 
the same Germany headquartered company was used. As mentioned earlier in this survey 
199,865 employees from 3220 work groups and 44 countries chose to voluntarily respond in the 
second survey for an overall response rate of 76 per cent. 
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3.6.3 Analysis 
 To analyze within-work group consistency to assume work unit-level representations of 
the two higher-order factors the TFTA model, the transformational and the transactional factor, 
as well as the people outcomes factor, we calculate rwg (James, Demaree, & Wolf, 1984, Le 
Breton & Senter, 2007), ICC1 (Bliese, 2000) and awg (Brown & Hauenstein, 2005). For ICC1 
values larger than .05 (Van de Vijver & Poortinga, 2002) indicate that aggregation is justified, 
while for rwg values larger than .70 are normally seen as indicators of acceptable agreement 
(Beehr et al., 2009). rwg can further be tested for its significance following Dunlap, Burke, and 
Smith-Crowe (2003). To test the within- and cross-level structural assumptions and model fit, we 
mean-centered the factor values and apply hierarchical structural equation modeling.  
3.6.4 Results of Study 3 
 The average within-subunit inter-rater agreement values were above the recommended 
.70 criteria. Mean rwg was .81 for the people outcomes (awg = .74), .77 for the transactional factor 
(awg = .71), and .85 (awg = .79) for the transformational factor respectively. The confidence 
interval for the rwg coefficients to be significant was .00 to .28, marking all rwg coefficients as 
highly significant. Additionally, intra-class correlations 1 clearly exceeded the threshold of .05 
for all factors. The highest intra-class correlation was observed for the people outcomes (ICC1 = 
.24, p < .1), followed by the transformational factor (ICC1 = .20, p < .1). The lowest value was 
observed for the transactional factor (ICC1 = .15, p < .1). These values indicate that the variation 
between subunits is substantial, the group means are reliable and that the agreement within 
subunits is acceptable, justifying the aggregation of scores to a subunit level. Hypothesis 3a to 3c 
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are supported. Thus, for the analyses presented below, the factors have been aggregated to form 
their counterpart at subunit level. 
 The tested multilevel version of the TFTA model and the resulting standardized beta 
coefficients are shown in Figure 3.3. The model fitted the data fairly well (SRMR= .045). As 
expected the model structure on work group level mirrors its structure on the individual-level. 
The work group level transformational factor affects the work group level transactional factor (β 
= .94; p < .01) and the work group level transactional factor in turn affects the work group level 
people outcomes (β = .73; p < .01). We also find the expected cross-level effect of the work 
group level people outcomes on the individual-level people outcomes (β = .32; p < .01). 
Therefore, hypotheses 4a to 4c are supported. 
 
 
Figure 3.3. Multilevel model of the Transformation-Transaction Model.  
Note. All parameters standardized. *p < .01.  
 
To assure incremental validity of the multilevel model, we tested it against a model only 
containing its individual-level components. The multilevel version of the TFTA model fitted the 
data significantly better than the single-level model (∆𝜒2 = 74115, df = 8, p < .01). Thus, taking 
multilevel concepts and effects into account adds informative value to the model and Hypothesis 
5 is supported. 
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3.7 Discussion 
Current employee survey models lack adequate validation of their internal causal 
assumptions and impacts on ‘hard’ business outcome criteria underlying them and further neglect 
potential multilevel effects in the survey data. Both of these shortcomings limit employee 
surveys usefulness for evidence-based management. With this paper we sought to address these 
issues, by testing the causal assumptions of the Transaction-Transformation survey model 
(Matthaei & Brodbeck, 2018) and formulating and testing a potential multilevel version of the 
model.  
In Studies 1 and 2 we found support for the TFTA models’ internal structure and its 
causal nature in cross-sectional as well as longitudinal data and tested its influence on time-
lagged sickness and turnover rates as well as an innovativeness indicator. The transactional 
factor of the TFTA model significantly influenced the work group sickness rates in the following 
year. For turnover rates and innovativeness findings were mixed. The people outcomes 
influenced innovativeness positively and turnover rates negatively, as expected. Contrary to our 
expectation the transactional factor influenced both factors the other way around. Taking a closer 
look, however, these unexpected results might be very well explainable. Dysfunctional turnover 
prevalence overall was very low for the studied company (0.83 %), with more than half of it 
stemming from the “resignation for unknown reasons” category. It might be possible, that these 
cases include resignations where good internal personnel development – a core element of the 
transactional factor – yielded in labor piracy. Innovativeness was operationalized as the relative 
number of ideas submitted to the idea management system from a unit. It makes perfectly sense, 
that employees in units with good working conditions, a core element of the transactional factor, 
may not feel the need to submit a suggestion for improvement that often. Our study thus shows, 
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that the TFTA model significantly predicts hard business outcomes. Although the impact of its 
individual factors on specific outcome variables might need to be specified and analyzed in more 
detail in the future. 
Employee survey data is collected in the very complex systems of (often hierarchically 
structured) organizations. Single-level survey models, thus, might be too simplistic to accurately 
capture organizational phenomena (e.g., Hitt et al., 2007; Kozlowski & Klein, 2000) and guide 
practitioners, when applying survey data for evidence-based management. In Study 3 we 
formulated and tested a multilevel version of the TFTA model and find support for a superior 
informative value over the single-level model. The multilevel model shows, that there are work-
unit level perceptions of the TFTA models core elements, that are shared between work group 
members and might form higher-level concepts as they are least partially distinct from their 
individual level counterparts. The work group level transformational factor might be understood 
as representation of change and leadership climate (cf. Herold et al., 2008), the transactional 
factor might represent work group level working climate as it captures the perception of the day-
to-day working experiences that work group members share and the work group people 
outcomes might be seen as a work groups emergent motivational state (Chen & Kanfer, 2006) 
and collective efficacy (e.g., Bandura, 1997).  
 This multilevel perspective on employee survey results has far reaching implications for 
researchers and practitioners concerned with employee surveys. It shows, that multilevel effects 
are relevant within employee survey data, their modelling in employee survey models has been 
neglected in research far too long and should be a focal point of future research (Matthaei & 
Brodbeck, 2018). This becomes especially apparent when looking at typical analysis of survey 
results in practice. In practice survey results are usually analyzed aggregated on work group level 
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and regularly interpreted by comparison with other work groups aggregated results. It is 
assumed, that this aggregated data still represents the same concepts as the initially collected 
individual-level data. Conclusion derived from such between groups comparison however might 
especially emerge from the work group level concepts that seem to conceptually differ from the 
measured individual-level concepts and thus have to be interpreted and addressed differently 
when working with the survey results in common subsequent change programs. Our multilevel 
version of the TFTA model offers a framework for interpreting employee survey data on 
different aggregated levels and thus allows goal-directedly deriving levers for change.  
In business-analytics, ‘soft’ people factors are often hardly incorporated (e.g., Finz-enz, 
2010). Approaches trying to close this gap, like “evidence-based management” and “people 
analytics” have become huge trends in HR. While evidence-based management integrates 
scientific generalizable knowledge and local evidence from data analytics as basis for 
management decision-making (Rousseau, 2006), people analytics is a non-theory-driven 
approach, focusing solely on local people-related data. People analytics therefore may be seen as 
a subfield of evidence-based management. The TFTA model represents a scientific, causal and 
internationally generalizable (Mauersberger et al., 2017) multilevel model, that links ‘soft’ 
people factors measured with an employee survey to ‘hard’ business outcomes and thus might 
serve as a scientific but understandable template to integrate ‘soft’ people factors in business-
analytics.  
 Although this study has added multilevel concepts to the TFTA model and validated its 
causal assumptions, addressing key shortcomings of the survey model literature and thus yielded 
in maybe the most advanced survey model for evidence-based management to date, the studies 
presented are by far not without flaws. All the data for this paper originated from one large 
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company, limiting the generalizability of the results. Also, as survey data could not be linked on 
the individual-level for data protection reasons, the causality for the internal model structure can 
only be assumed for aggregated survey data and the proposed multilevel version of the model 
could only be tested with cross-sectional data. Future research might attempt to address these 
issues, by surveying multiple smaller organizations and further develop the multilevel version of 
the model, which so far is limited to the highest-level of the TFTA model (see Figure 3.1).   
3.8 Conclusion 
Our research validated the causal assumptions of the Transformation-Transaction survey 
model (TFTA, Matthaei & Brodbeck, 2018) and enriched it with multilevel modeling to provide 
a precise, practical and valid survey model, especially for practitioners, that intend to harness the 
potential of employee survey results for evidence-based management and business analytics. 
Although the TFTA model must still gradually further develop from an accumulating body of 
evidence, we hope it proves useful to employee survey practitioners and evidence-based 
management.  
3.9 Linking Chapter 3 and Chapter 4  
In Chapter 2, we reviewed scientific employee survey measurement models and, with the 
Transformation-Transaction survey model, meta-meta-analytically developed a theoretically 
well-grounded and scientifically substantiated structural measurement model for employee 
surveys and their specific use for evidence-based management. In Chapter 3, we then build on 
this scientifically developed model and described three field studies empirically validating it with 
large-scale data from an applied context. Combining these two steps, theoretical measurement 
model development and meta-meta-analytic validation on the one hand and empirical validation 
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with data from practice on the other, yields a survey model, that can represent scientific (big ”E”) 
evidence (Rousseau, 2006) and serve as a template to generate local organization-specific (little 
“e”) evidence (Rousseau, 2006), when using employee surveys’ results for evidence based 
management in practice.  
Now, the subsequent study in Chapter 4 presents a short exemplary case of applied 
research in an organization, where employee survey data generated based on the Transformation-
Transaction survey model is applied for evidence-based management by answering a specific 
management question and providing guidance for decision-making and planning of a change 
process. 
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4 EbM in Practice: The Loss and Gains from Increased Span of Control.  
An Empirical Analysis of its Effects on Subordinates´ Perceived Supervisor Support and 
Overall Job Attitude4 
4.1 Abstract 
With the advances in digital communication consulting firms more and more argue 
towards “delayering” organizations through increasing spans of control. However little to none 
empirical research has analyzed the effects of spans of control onto leadership effectiveness. We 
conduct this study in response to two requests from large multinational manufacturing companies 
that considered increasing the span of control of their managers and potential consequences for 
leader-member relationships and employees’ job attitudes. We argue that a larger span of control 
makes it harder for leaders to provide adequate support for their subordinates, what again 
reduces the subordinates overall job attitude. This effect can at least be partially compensated by 
efficiently structured team processes and mutual support within the team. To test these 
assumptions, we apply conditional process analysis using cross-sectional employee survey data 
from 1516 management teams from lower to top management in a large multinational company. 
Finally, we discuss theoretical and practical implications of the results obtained with special 
regard to optimizing span of control in organizations and designing accompanying change 
programs. 
 
                                                             
4 This chapters’ study has been presented at the “50th Congress of the German Society of Psychology” in September 
2016 in Leipzig, Germany. Professor Felix C. Brodbeck supervised this research and is the second author of this 
work. When using the term “we”, I refer to Felix C. Brodbeck and myself.   
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4.2 Introduction  
In recent years a trend towards reducing hierarchical levels in organizations and 
flattening firms can be observed. In an attempt to save costs and enhance speed of 
communication and agility, span of control is more and more increased (Bandiera, Prat, Sadun, 
& Wulf, 2014; Schyns, Maslyn, & Weibler, 2010).  
Pushed by consulting firms making these arguments, two companies approached us for 
advice on the potential consequences for leader-member relationships and employees’ job 
attitudes that increasing span of control might have. While one of the companies, a Germany-
based automotive company, was still planning the increase, the other, a US-headquartered multi-
branch company, had already implemented a program to attain a higher span of control in all 
management teams. Its managers, however, criticized that increasing their span of control 
reduces the time they have available for their employees, which they felt would impair 
engagement in and performance of their teams. Experience reports from the US-headquartered 
company sensitized HR representatives from the automotive company to commission us to 
analyze possible consequences an increase in the span of control in their company might have 
and consider the results when implementing their change program.  
In the following, we will present the study conducted, with results and a discussion of 
practical implications, and thereafter a short description of how the automotive company 
implemented the evidence obtained into their change program for increasing the span of control.  
4.3 Theory Development 
Although it is reasonable to assume, that increasing spans of control reduces time 
available from managers to interact with and provide support to subordinates and therefore 
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enlarges leadership distance (Schyns et al., 2010; Antonakis & Atwater, 2002), no empirical 
research has yet analyzed the effects of span of control onto supervisor support and the 
consequences thereof.  
Decreased perceived supervisor support by subordinates however could have detrimental 
effects on their job attitudes. Perceived supervisor support is a key element of transformational 
leaderships individualized consideration component (e. g. Bass, Avolio, Jung, & Berson, 2003) 
and was shown to have a strong influence on subordinates’ job satisfaction, organizational 
commitment and engagement (Wang, Oh, Courtright, & Colbert, 2011; Lowe, Kroek, & 
Sivasubramaniam, 1996), which constitute employees overall job attitudes (Harrison, Newman, 
& Roth, 2006; Harter & Schmidt, 2008). We therefore assume that: 
H1: Span of control has a negative effect on supervisor support as perceived by 
subordinates. 
H2: Span of control has a negative indirect effect on subordinates’ overall job attitude, 
which is mediated by supervisor support as perceived by subordinates. 
Since flattening organizations is associated with above mentioned benefits, finding 
compensators for a possible detrimental effect of span of control on subordinates’ job attitudes 
becomes highly relevant for HR and OD practitioners. Sherony and Green (2002) suggested, that 
a few positive and intensive leader-member-relationships within a large team might have a 
positive contagion effect, if team members trust and support each other (see also Liden et al., 
2006), which finally leads to more shared leadership (Pearce & Conger, 2003) among 
employees. Furthermore, team members’ mutual trust and support was found to be strongly 
related to their job satisfaction and organizational commitment (Costa, 2003). Therefore, team 
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members’ mutual trust and support might serve as a compensator for detrimental span of control 
effects.  
The quality of team processes might act as another possible compensator. Defined by 
Hackman (1987) as interpersonal transactions that take place within the work group and relate to 
the quality of how groups’ work on their tasks, high quality team processes have been shown to 
substitute leadership and enhance team members job attitudes (Konradt, Andreßen & Ellwart, 
2009; Antoni & Hertel, 2009). We, therefore, further hypothesize: 
H3a: Quality of team processes moderates the relationship between supervisor support 
on job satisfaction, in the following manner: High quality team processes decrease positive effect 
of supervisor support, as perceived by subordinates, on overall job attitude, as perceived by 
subordinates.  
H3b: Mutual trust and support between team members moderates the relationship 
between supervisor support on job satisfaction, in the following manner: High levels mutual trust 
and support between team members decrease the positive effect of supervisor support, as 
perceived by subordinates, on overall job attitude, as perceived by subordinates. 
4.4 Method 
4.4.1 Sample and Procedure 
The present sample is derived from 2014 employee survey data of a large multinational 
company based in Germany. It consists of 1.516 management teams with an average team size of 
8.34 team members (ranging from N = 6 to N = 25 per team)5 from lower to top management. 
                                                             
5 For data protection reasons, only teams with six or more team members could be included. 
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The 12.476 individuals comprised in total worked in 40 different countries and in manufacturing, 
banking and administrative professions.  
4.4.2 Measures 
All measures besides span of control were extracted from a larger survey questionnaire, 
the items of which were aligned to the Transformation-Transaction survey model (Matthaei & 
Brodbeck, 2018). The questionnaire was translated into 17 languages and back-translated 
following Brislins recommendations (1980). To justify data aggregation for data analysis on 
team level, rwg indices for all measures were calculated (LeBreton & Senter, 2008).   
Independent variable. Span of Control was defined as the total number of team 
members directly reporting to the same manager and derived from organizational data. 
Mediator. Perceived supervisor support was measured as a 5-item-scale constructed 
from existing employee survey items. The choice, which items to include, was made following 
Kottke and Sharafinskis (1988) approach to consider measures of employees’ perception of 
supervisory support and their Survey of Perceived Supervisory Support. The final selection 
consisted of the facet’s information, communication, feedback, support regarding work-life-
balance and support for personal and professional growth. As an example, the item capturing 
support for personal and professional growth was: “I receive the support from my direct 
supervisor that I need to learn and grow professionally and personally.” On this scale we found a 
strong mean interrater agreement of rwg(j) = .705 between team members. 
Moderators.  Both moderators we surveyed with one-item-measures. The item to 
measure quality of team processes was: “All work processes within my team are well 
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organized.” (rwg = .657). While the item for mutual trust and support within the team was: 
“People in my team trust and support each other.” (rwg = .690).  
Dependent variable. To capture overall job attitude, we used the people outcomes 
dimension of the Transformation-Transaction survey model, that strongly overlaps with 
conventional job attitude measures and, in this employee survey, consists of three items 
measuring job satisfaction, organizational commitment and work engagement. These items were 
collapsed into one scale. Interrater agreement of team members on this scale was again strong 
(rwg(j) = .826). 
4.4.3 Analysis 
To test our hypotheses, we calculated conditional process analysis with PROCESS macro 
for SPSS as described by Hayes (2017). PROCESS is an observed variable OLS and logistic 
regression path analysis modeling tool for SPSS, which is widely used through the social and 
business sciences for estimating direct and conditional indirect effects in moderated mediator 
models. To calculate the analyses, we z-standardized the all study variables.  
To identify and isolate factors that explain and predict the phenomena of interest makes it 
necessary to control other relevant variables that may extraneously affect the relationships being 
investigated (Berneth & Aguinis, 2016). In our analyses we, thus, controlled for the teams 
working country, as this variable has scientifically been shown to have a significant impact on 
survey results (Brodbeck, 2016; Hanges, 2004). Further, with the teams’ working background 
(manufacturing or banking / administrative) and the hierarchical level of the teams we controlled 
for two additional variables which we often observed to have an effect on survey results in 
practice.  
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4.5 Results 
To test our hypotheses, we calculated conditional process analysis with PROCESS macro 
for SPSS as described by Hayes (2017). Means, standard deviations and intercorrelations among 
study variables are displayed in Table 4.1. 
Supporting Hypothesis 1, this analysis revealed a significant negative first stage effect 
(β_first stage = -.07; p < .001) of span of control onto subordinates perceived supervisor support. 
Furthermore, and in line with Hypothesis 2 the results show a significant negative indirect effect 
of span of control onto subordinates’ overall job attitude, that is mediated by their perceived 
supervisor support (β_indirect effect = -.03; LLCI = -.046; ULCI = -.016). Besides this negative 
effect, however, results also indicate a significant positive direct effect of span of control onto 
subordinates’ overall job attitude (β_direct effect=.04; p = .005). 
Table 4.1 
Means, standard deviations and intercorrelations among study variables 
Construct M SD 1 2 3 4 
1. Span of Control 8.34 2.95     
2. Perceived Supervisor Support 4.01 0.44 -.09 *    
3. Cooperation with the Team 4.36 0.39 -.15 * .61 *   
4. Quality of Team Processes 4.03 0.44 -.12 * .62 * .61 *  
5. Job Attitudes 4.10 0.32 -.02 .60 * .44 * .48 * 
 Note. * p < .001 
Regarding the hypothesized moderation effects, the results largely differed from our 
expectations. We expected that high levels of mutual trust and support between team members 
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would decrease the positive effect of supervisor support on job satisfaction and thus substitute 
leadership support to a certain extent. However, we could not find a significant interaction effect 
of mutual trust and support within the team and perceived supervisor support on job attitudes 
remained nonsignificant (β_(trust*PSS) = -.03; p = .550). Further, we expected that high quality 
team processes would also decrease the positive effect of supervisor support on job satisfaction 
and substitute supervisor support. Even contrary to our expectations the interaction effect of the 
quality of team processes and perceived supervisor support on the team members’ job attitudes 
turned out to be significantly positive (β_ (team processes*PSS) = .17; p < .001). Summaries of 
the results are displayed Figure 4.1 and Table 4.2. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.1.  Results of conditional process analysis. Note: * 𝑝 < .01. 
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4.6 Discussion 
As far as we know, our study represents the first large scale empirical research on the 
social effects of spans of control in organizations. It shows that increasing spans of control might 
have detrimental effects on how well subordinates perceive their supervisors support and 
subsequently change their overall job attitude for worse. On the other side our results indicate no 
significant total effect of span of control on subordinates’ job attitudes. This pattern is due to a 
positive direct effect of span of control on job attitudes that can be observed, when the indirect 
Table 4.2 
Standardized effects of conditional process analysis 
Variable Standardized Effects p 
Constant 0.230 (SE=.062) < .001 
Mediation   
Total effect -.02 .401 
Indirect effect (b1) -.03 LLCI: -.046 
ULCI: -.016 
First stage effect -.07 < .001 
Second stage effect .42 < .001 
Direct effect (b2) .04 .005 
Moderation 
Quality of team processes (b3) .18 < .001 
Mutual trust and support (b4) .08 .008 
b1*b3 .17 < .001 
b1*b4 -.03 .550 
R2 .427 < .001 
Note. SE = standard error. 
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effect is considered. To find an explanation for this effect, we post hoc analyzed, if the two 
moderators mutual trust and support within the team and quality of work processes might serve 
as additional mediators between span of control and job attitudes causing a compensatory 
positive effect. However, results remained not significant. Another explanation for this observed 
effect might be a mediating role of autonomy on the job or psychological empowerment. Larger 
spans of control and thereby increased leadership distance (Schyns et al., 2010) may force 
supervisors to provide more autonomy to subordinates and thereby foster their psychological 
empowerment (Zhang, & Bartol, 2010). This increase in psychological empowerment then could 
lead to a more positive job attitude (Seibert, Wang, & Courtright, 2011). Abducting from this 
finding, future research should analyze the role of psychological empowerment or other variables 
on the effect span of control on job attitudes. 
Our results did not support the proposed moderator effects. It might be possible, that team 
process quality and mutual trust and support within the team cannot compensate the support a 
supervisor can offer an employee or at least can only compensate supervisor support under 
certain conditions. It seems, that while high team process quality overall has a positive effect on 
team members job attitudes, and together with good supervisor support forms an especially 
engaging atmosphere for team members, it does not especially compensate the effect low 
supervisor support has on job attitudes.    
Summarized our research indicates, that organizations increasing spans of control have to 
be aware of the consequences this implies. Even though the observed direct and indirect effects 
of span of control on job attitudes are not very strong, when increasing the span of control in 
thousands of teams in large companies, they however become very relevant. Careful 
implementation programs of larger spans of control, thus, should aim towards counterbalancing 
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detrimental effects of reduced supervisor support and foster benefits that might result from 
increased autonomy and psychological empowerment of subordinates. 
Overall, however more research is needed on how the relationship between span of 
control and subordinates job attitudes unfolds and can be influenced. 
4.7 Management decisions made as consequences of the presented evidence 
After the results of the study were presented to the HR management team, it was 
acknowledged, that increasing the span of control in management teams throughout the company 
has to be accompanied by a well-designed change program.  
The program then developed by a team of HR change experts tapped into an existing 
program to foster employees’ empowerment and further developed it to be applied in the specific 
change context of increasing spans of control. The program aimed at giving lower level 
managers more decision-making power to simplify and speed up decision-making processes and 
increase managers and employees’ empowerment in the end. As subordinates in management 
teams are managers themselves, the program thereby also was indented to enable managers to 
better support their subordinates, as simplified decision-making processes give them the freedom 
to allocate more time to their subordinates if necessary.  
Since the program to increase the span of control is still running, drawing a conclusion on 
the change programs effectiveness is not yet possible. Anecdotal evidence gathered in 
discussions with managers seems, however, to support the notion, that the accompanying 
empowerment focused change program improved transition to a larger span of control in most 
units. Compared to the US-headquartered company, especially reduced tensions in management 
and disgruntlement of managers could be observed when and after increasing the span of control. 
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Even though this might be caused by other factors differing between the companies, like 
structural or working climate differences, the pure fact, that the company supports its managers 
in the change process to a larger span of control with a change program, that focusses on their 
potential need to reorganize work and decision-making in their teams, should already address 
some of the managers worries and reservations.  
4.8 Conclusion 
Chapter 4 presented a short exemplary case of applied evidence-based management in an 
organization, where employee survey data was analyzed to generate local (little “e”, Rousseau, 
2006) evidence on the basis of the Transformation-Transaction survey model. The study 
addressed a company’s HR managements question, what consequences need to be expected 
when increasing the span of control in their management teams. Following the evidence-based 
management approach, we incorporated scientific concepts and general evidence presented in 
scientific literature for formulating hypotheses and tested these with data locally generated with 
an employee survey based on the scientifically validated Transformation-Transaction employee 
survey model. The study, that way, was able present evidence that guided management decision-
making and planning of an evidence-based change process. 
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5 General Discussion 
The general purpose of my PhD thesis was to develop the first integrative science-based 
employee survey process model that can harness the potential informative power of employees’ 
perceptions of their work environment and job attitudes for evidence-based management in 
practice. Specifically, my goal was to review the current employee survey measurement model 
landscape, synthesize a model that fulfills the requirements that usage of its data for evidence-
based management brings with it and empirically validate the model. In the three previous 
chapters (i.e., Chapter 2 - 4), three papers comprising five studies were presented contributing to 
this purpose. The aim of the general discussion is to offer a general overview of these five 
studies and their results as well as their contribution as a whole to employee survey theory, 
research, and practice. Firstly, I will summarize the main results of the three previous chapters 
addressing the main research questions of this thesis. Secondly, I will emphasize the 
contributions of my work to employee survey measurement model theory and research. Thirdly, 
I will discuss the limitations of the present thesis and the implications for future research and 
practice6. 
5.1 Summary of Research  
Most large companies worldwide nowadays conduct employee surveys regularly (cf. 
Hossiep, & Frieg, 2013; Wiley, 2010). By measuring employees’ perceptions of the work 
environment and job attitudes, employee surveys can expose the missing link in the value 
creation chain between organizational investments constituting the organizational work 
environment and organizational performance (Burke, 2017; Fitz-enz, 2010; Kraut, 2006; Wiley, 
                                                             
6 In the general discussion, I will generally use the term „I“. However, when talking about a specific study, I will 
switch to the term “we”, which refers to the respective co-authors as provided in the previous chapters’ footnotes. 
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2010). If based on a scientifically substantiated measurement model, employee surveys can close 
that gap combining generalizable scientific evidence (“big ‘E’ evidence”; Rousseau, 2006), with 
locally generated organization or context specific evidence (“little ‘e’ evidence”; Rousseau, 
2006). This synthesis of evidence allows researchers and practitioners to put the local survey 
results in perspective to scientific evidence and, thereby, identify relevant general and 
organization-specific cause-effect relationships in organizational performance emergence. The 
data gathered in such surveys, thus, can be exploited systematically to initiate and implement 
goal directed change programs as well as support evidence-based management by providing 
evidence for potential consequences of management decisions. Precondition, however, to enable 
the use of employee survey data for evidence-based management and identification of change 
levers, is a scientifically substantiated and well-validated survey measurement model - an 
aspiration most employee survey measurement models in the observation of many researchers 
hitherto fail to meet (e.g., Borg & Mastrangelo, 2008, Mauersberger et al., 2017). The studies 
presented in this thesis sought to review the current state of employee survey models 
systematically to then develop and validate a sound structural survey measurement model that 
suits the demands of evidence-based management. 
In Chapter 2, we reviewed scientifically published employee survey measurement models 
and found, that in line with observations of other researchers (Burke, 2017; Di Pofi, 2002; 
Mauersberger et al., 2017) overall quality is very mixed and especially structural assumptions of 
the models are often insufficiently specified or lack sound validation. We, thus, built on the 
existing models to develop seven potential structural employee survey models and tested these 
by synthesizing meta-analytic evidence with meta-meta-analytic structural equation modeling 
(MMASEM). As expected we found support for a model, that combines the Strategic Fitness 
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ModelsTM factors (Brodbeck, 2015, Mauersberger et al., 2017) with the Burke-Litwin model of 
organizational performance and change’s structure (1992; Burke, 2017), and partitions 
employees’ perceived work environment into two higher order factors. They are a general 
transformational factor and a general transactional factor that mediates the transformational 
factor’s influence on relevant individual and organizational outcomes. The transformational 
factor is associated with leadership in an organization context bringing about the change, which 
is “discontinuous and revolutionary” in nature (Burke, 2017, p. 229), affects the deep structure of 
the organizational systems, and requires significantly new behavior of the organization’s 
members. The transactional factor on the other side, is more concerned with management, 
systems maintenance, structures and day-to-day operations (Burke, 2017, p. 230). Following its 
two higher order factors’ reputes and their specific concurrence, we called the model 
“Transformation-Transaction (TFTA) model”. The models meta-meta-analytically proven 
characteristics can be considered in line with (and also extending) the classical notion of 
organizations needing to assure stability and flexibility at the same time (cf. Simon, 1947), which 
is also reflected in the contemporary concept of organizational ambidexterity (e.g., Gibson & 
Birkinshaw, 2004; O’Reilly & Tushman, 2013; Raisch & Birkinshaw, 2008). 
In the first study of Chapter 3, we apply the newly developed TFTA measurement model 
in practice to conduct employee surveys in the real world of a large multinational organization 
and empirically validate the model’s structure and predictive validity for ‘soft’ people outcomes 
and ‘hard’ organizational outcomes. In Study 2 of Chapter 3, we then address another 
shortcoming of the previous employee survey model literature with testing causality of the 
Transformation-Transaction model’s assumptions with longitudinal data. As another first for 
employee survey models, Study 3 of the chapter recognizes the complex and dynamic multi-level 
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nature of organizations (e.g., Katz & Kahn, 1978; Klein & Kozlowski, 2000) and enriches the 
TFTA model with, to our knowledge, first multilevel-considerations in the research field of 
employee surveys. It shows empirical support for work-unit level representations of the 
individual level model components that can be considered, when analyzing employee survey 
data in practice, for improving the predictive power for people and organizational outcomes of 
various action variables in employee surveys.      
In Chapter 4, a case example of using employee survey data for evidence-based 
management in a natural organizational context is described. Data gathered with an employee 
survey based on the Transformation-Transaction model was analyzed, to provide evidence for a 
specific management question: how increasing the span of control in management teams might 
affect managers’ job attitudes. Results of the study indicate, that increasing the span of control 
decreases team members’ job attitudes mediated via their perceived supervisor support. 
However, when taking perceived supervisor support into account a significant positive effect of 
span of control on team members’ job attitudes emerges. This finding might hint at another 
mediation effect with another construct that compensates the negative effect the span of control 
has on job attitudes via supervisor support. In the chapter we, further, argue theoretically that the 
team members’ empowerment might be this compensatory construct and elaborate exemplarily 
how the evidence presented in the study was translated into a tailor-made change program of the 
investigated organization accompanying the increase of span of control.  
 Overall, in this thesis with the Transformation-Transaction survey model the first 
employee survey measurement model with a well-validated model structure has been developed 
through meta-meta-analytical synthesis and four empirical field studies. The systematic review 
of existing employee survey models and the synthesis of meta-analytical knowledge allowed us 
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to develop a holistic structural survey model that nearly exhaustively captures elements of the 
work environment that are relevant for employees and their job attitudes (‘soft’ outcomes), on 
the one side, and for work unit and organizational outcomes (‘hard’ outcomes), on the other side. 
The longitudinal field study design enabled us to validate and support the causal nature of the 
models proposed internal relationships as well as external relationships to organizational 
outcomes. Furthermore, adding first multi-level considerations to the model we found support for 
the generalizability of the model when working with survey results on the individual level or 
with data aggregated on the work-unit level. Finally, a short case example provided evidence for 
the applicability of the Transformation-Transaction survey model for evidence-based 
management in practice. 
5.2 Contributions  
5.2.1 Review of Employee Survey Measurement Models 
The employee survey measurement model landscape is dominated by a flood of non-
scientific practice models and almost impossible to oversee. To add to that, the scientific 
employee survey measurement model literature is disparate, as approaches to construct employee 
survey models as measurement instruments emerge from very different research streams like 
organizational culture, alignment, employee satisfaction and engagement, or organizational 
diagnosis. We present the first general overview and review of scientifically published employee 
survey measurement models overarching hitherto disparate research streams. With our review 
we, thus, provide a first systematic and comparative evaluation of scientific employee survey 
models, explicating strengths, concordance and particular shortcomings of these models in 
general.  
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 Overall, authors and researchers were able to present good evidence for the predictive 
validity and factorial structure of most survey models. However, as suspected by some employee 
survey scholars before (e.g., Borg & Mastrangelo, 2008; Burke, 2017; Mauersberger et al., 
2017), survey model quality was found to be mixed. In a glaring omission, most employee 
survey models circumvented specifying interactions and relationships between the elements of 
the perceived work environment, employees’ job attitudes and organizational outcomes so far. 
Only very few models specified a model structure, meaning interactions and relationships 
between their model’s components, and none of them consistently validated these assumptions. 
Furthermore, in the context of international application of most employee surveys, only for one 
model, the SFM (e.g., Brodbeck, 2013; Mauersberger et al., 2017) international measurement 
equivalence was analyzed and supported.    
 With bringing together and categorizing employee survey models from disparate research 
streams the review contributes long needed structure to the scientific discourse that provides 
researchers a starting point for the development, validation and improvement of employee survey 
models in the future. This starting point formed the basis for the consecutive research program 
presented in this thesis.   
5.2.2 Development of a Sound Structural Employee Survey Model and Contribution to 
Organizational Ambidexterity Research 
In this thesis, we developed the first comprehensive internationally measurement 
equivalent employee survey model with a specified and empirically as well as meta-analytically 
validated model structure. Synthesizing elements of the SFM (e.g., Brodbeck, 2013) and the 
Burke-Litwin-Organizational Assessment Survey (BLOAS; e.g. Burke, 2017), the model 
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represents the first employee survey measurement model truly suitable for combining scientific 
evidence (“big ‘E’ evidence; Rousseau, 2006) with locally generated “little ‘e’ evidence” 
(Rousseau, 2006) in evidence-based management.  
The model partitions employees’ perceptions of elements of the work environment into 
two higher order factors, a general transformational and a general transactional factor. As the 
transformational factor is associated with leadership in an organization context bringing about 
the change and is “discontinuous and revolutionary” in nature (Burke, 2017, p. 229), this factor 
seems to represent employees’ overall perceptions of organizational adaptability and flexibility. 
On the other hand, the transactional factor is more concerned with management, systems, 
structures and day-to-day operations (Burke, 2017, p. 230) and, thus, seems to represent 
employees’ overall perceptions of organizational stability as well as stability and efficiency of 
the daily working processes. Therewith, the two higher order factors seem to mirror the time-
honored notion of stability and flexibility organizations need to assure at the same time (cf. 
Simon, 1947) as their representation in employees’ perceptions. With this said, the two higher 
order factors of the Transformation-Transaction model might even contribute to the more 
contemporary concept of organizational ambidexterity (Tushman & O’Reilly, 1996), which was 
formed through decades of research reframing and refining Simons (1947) initial ideas (e.g., 
Holland, 1975; Kuran, 1988; March 1991). According to Gibson and Birkinshaw (2004, p. 214), 
the ability to balance exploration and exploitation requires a “supportive organizational context” 
and define ambidextrous organizations as “aligned and efficient in their management of today’s 
business demands, while also adaptive enough to changes in the environment that they will still 
be around tomorrow (p. 209).” It appears that the two higher order factors of the Transformation-
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Transaction model truly depict this concurrency in the shared perceptions of an organization’s 
employees.  
What the organizational systems and processes are that enable organizations to explore 
and exploit simultaneously were never concretely specified (O’Reilly & Tushman, 2013). Here 
our TFTA model can also contribute. Elements of the perceived work environment constituting 
the general transformational factor and therewith organizational flexibility, can be seen as 
preconditions for successful exploration, while the elements forming the transactional factor and 
determining organizational stability can be seen as precondition for successful exploitation.  
With the Transformation-Transaction model, we, however, not only identify the two 
higher order factors of the perceived work environment, that align with the two previously 
theoretically postulated core dimensions of organization, but also find a mediation of the 
transformational factors influence onto employees’ people outcomes via the transactional factor. 
This particular relationship between the two factors implies that employees’ will only perceive 
organizational flexibility when they already perceive the basic transactional elements of effective 
management, systems, structures and day-to-day operations as functioning well. Expanding this 
thought even further leads to the interesting idea, that exploitation preconditions and mechanism 
need to be in place before organizations can effectively explore. And, vice versa, the fruits of 
exploration can only be harvested when transactional factors are shaped and in place, which can 
transform relevant ideas and inventions into productive innovations. From this perspective, our 
research goes in line with research on organizational ambidexterity and organizational flexibility 
and stability, and it enriches the knowledge we have on the emergence of these concepts.  
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Overall, as Burke (2017) has pointed out for the BLOAS, such a sophisticated survey 
model might also represent a general model of organizational functioning and organizational 
performance emergence. Drawing from a wide range of meta-analyses of industrial and 
organizational psychology as well as management and business research the presented TFTA 
model pulls together theories and concepts from both disciplines and forms not only a high-level 
representation and unifying theory about organization, but also a measurable model, which 
validly draws on the shared perceptions and cognitions of an organization’s members.  
5.2.3 Capturing Causality and Multilevel Effects  
 Causality of employee survey models’ structural assumptions is usually assumed (e.g., 
Burke & Litwin, 1992; Borg & Mastrangelo, 2008), but seldom tested. In fact, hitherto we found 
only one doctoral thesis by Anderson-Rudolf (1996) dealing with causality of internal structural 
assumption of employee survey models. In a small-scale longitudinal study of a simplified 
version of the BLOAS with under 500 participants, Anderson-Rudolf (1996) finds some support 
for causality of internal model structure and mixed results for its assumed relationships to 
organizational outcomes. The large-scale analysis of the causal nature of the Transformation-
Transaction models’ internal relationships on the models highest factor level, presented in this 
thesis, thus, significantly contributes to a better understanding of the processes by which 
employees’ perceptions of elements of the work environment causally influence their job 
attitudes.  
Employee survey data usually is collected in the very complex systems of hierarchically 
structured organizations. However, all employee survey models hitherto were single-level survey 
models and, thus, potentially too simplistic to accurately capture organizational phenomena on 
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multiple levels (e.g., Hitt et al., 2007; Kozlowski & Klein, 2000) and guiding practitioners, when 
applying survey data for evidence-based management. With the third field study presented in this 
thesis, we address this issue by formulating and testing a multilevel version of the 
Transformation-Transaction model. Our results indicate that the Transformation-Transaction 
model’s higher order factors and structural assumptions are indeed generalizable from the 
individual level into the work-unit level. As we, further, find a superior informative value of the 
multilevel model (work unit plus individual level) over the single (individual) level model, the 
results support the notion that multilevel considerations in employee survey models improve 
their ability to capture organizational phenomena that relate to relevant outcome variables. The 
work-unit level transformational factor might be understood as representation of change and 
leadership climate (cf. Herold et al., 2008), while the transactional factor might represent work 
group level working climate as it captures the perception of the day-to-day working experiences 
that work group members share and the work group people outcomes might be seen as a work 
groups emergent motivational state (Chen & Kanfer, 2006) and as collective efficacy (e.g., 
Bandura, 1997). Even though our analysis is just a first small step in the direction of modeling 
complex multilevel variables in organizations and effects in employee survey models, it shows 
that their modelling in employee survey models has been neglected in research far too long and 
should be a focal point of future research (Matthaei & Brodbeck, 2018). Until more research in 
this regard is conducted, the multilevel version of the Transformation-Transaction model offers a 
first framework for interpreting employee survey data on different aggregation levels. Overall, 
these insights allow practitioners and researchers to easier identify levers for goal-directed 
change and to derive hypotheses for data analysis according to the principles of evidence-based 
management.  
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5.3 Limitations and Implications for Future Research  
The studies presented in this thesis found some promising results and made important 
theoretical and methodological contributions to employee survey model research. However, the 
work conducted in total has still some limitations that should be considered and hence should be 
addressed by future research.  
To develop and test a parsimonious but still comprehensive employee survey 
measurement model, like the Transformation-Transaction model, many different variables from 
many research domains had to be subsumed under the same constructs. This assignment of 
variables to constructs was conducted by well-trained raters and was based on an empirically 
validated theoretical framework (Mauersberger et al., 2017). Although we view our aggregation 
as pretty robust, also considering the amount of data and variables included, potentially 
important relationships between single variables subsumed to different constructs might have 
escaped notice in the process. Thus, future research should attempt to take a more detailed look 
at the variable’s assignment to the constructs of the Transformation-Transaction model to refine 
the model further.  
In line with this issue, our empirical analysis of the proposed relationships of the 
Transformation-Transaction models higher order factors with organizational outcomes shows, 
that the factors significantly predict ‘hard’ business outcomes, however different performance 
indicators are influenced by differing configurations of the Transformation-Transaction model’s 
factors. It appears plausible to assume, that the innovativeness of employees, for example, is 
affected by other elements of the perceived work environment than sickness rates or performance 
ratings. However, as most employee survey models, the Transformation-Transaction model 
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conceptualize people outcomes or employees’ job attitudes as central best predictors of 
performance and organizational outcomes in general. This oversimplification should be 
addressed in future research to be better able to predict focal performance indicators separately 
and to find specific levers to improve these in practice if necessary.  
Another limitation of the work presented is, that even though we were able to analyze 
large-scale empirical data, all data analyzed (except the data from the meta-meta-analysis) 
originated from just one company. Although the company consist of over 250 subsidiaries in 
over 40 countries ranging in their operations from IT, finance and banking to manufacturing 
branches, common leadership and main strategy still limits generalizability of the results 
presented. As the Transformation-Transaction models’ basic structure was also supported by our 
meta-meta-analysis’ results, this mainly affects the generalizability of the causal nature of the 
Transformation-Transaction models’ internal structural assumptions as well as its multilevel 
version. Future research should try to replicate our analyses in other and maybe also smaller 
companies to provide a more robust view on causality and multilevel modelling in the 
Transformation-Transaction model.  
When planning future research on multilevel effects in employee survey models and 
especially the Transformation-Transaction model, it needs to be stated, that the multilevel 
considerations we specified and tested in the Transformation-Transaction model should only be 
seen as a first step into this direction. Countless cross-level effects, including emergence effects 
from lower to higher levels (e.g., Corning, 2002; Kozlowski, Chao, Grand, Braun, & Kuljanin, 
2013) are imaginable and extremely thorough and precise theoretical argumentation and 
reasoning is necessary to extract the meaningful effects and model them.  
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5.4. Implications for Practice 
In this section, I will discuss the research program’s implications for practice. The 
following implications are primarily drawn from the findings of the thesis presented. Some 
aspects may also derive from further empirical evidence that was not explicitly addressed in our 
studies.  
Nowadays, nearly each and every consulting firm promotes their own employee survey 
model, leading to a survey model landscape that is dominated by a flood of non-scientific 
practice models and almost impossible to oversee and evaluate for practitioners. This thesis 
presents the first overview and review of scientific employee survey measurement models. 
Identifying the few scientific survey models and evaluating these based on criteria for sound 
measurement and their applicability for practice our review provides practitioners with a quick 
and comprehensive overview and with comprehensive information for decision support when 
looking for a scientifically sound model to build around their survey.  
Building on this review, with the Transformation-Transaction model, we developed the 
first comprehensive, scientifically sound and internationally measurement equivalent employee 
survey model that specifies the process of how employees’ perceptions of the elements of their 
work environments influence people and organizational outcomes. Based on a synthesis of meta-
analytical research the model allows a comprehensive organizational diagnosis, with as few as 
the 22 items (e.g., Brodbeck, 2013; Mauersberger et al. 2017). The supported causality of the 
models’ assumptions, further, allows practitioners to assume the effective direction of the 
constructs measured and, thus, to easily identify levers for improving specific topics and to set 
up goal-directed change programs.  
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In practice, employee survey results and data are commonly presented and evaluated after 
aggregation to the work-unit or even higher levels (e.g., Harter et al., 2002). This procedure, 
however, implies that the usual single-level survey models’ structural assumptions and concepts 
are generalizable to higher levels of aggregation without committing atomistic fallacy (e.g., Hitt 
et al., 2007; Kozlowski & Klein, 2000). As work-unit level aggregation represents work group 
members’ shared perceptions and not their individual’s, this assumption cannot be made without 
multi-level validation of the survey model’s structure across the respectively specified levels. 
Change programs derived from statistically unverified aggregated survey results are likely to 
miss the mark. Our research shows, at least by having taken some first multilevel verification 
steps, that the Transformation-Transaction model is generalizable onto the work-unit level of 
analysis and, thus, offers a framework for deriving from and distinguishing between goal-
directed levers for change on multilevel survey results.  
Overall, a short and quickly filled-out employee survey based on the Transformation-
Transaction model can provide practitioners with comprehensive data about employees’ 
perceptions of their work environment and job attitudes. Due to the model’s scientifically sound 
constructs and structure, this data can give valuable information for evidence-based management 
in practice. The models validated constructs and structure, further, offer valid reference points 
for formulating hypothesis in evidence-based management (“big ‘E’ evidence”; Rousseau, 2006) 
and Transformation-Transaction model surveys can collect local data (“little ‘e’ evidence”; 
Rousseau, 2006) that can be analyzed to generate evidence to predict consequences of 
management decisions and, therewith ultimately improve managerial decision making in 
organizations. Through an improvement of decision making as well as the direct measurement of 
organizational flexibility and stability as main factors of the Transformation-Transaction model, 
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the employee survey can help HR departments across the world to make their companies more 
adaptable and enable them to cope better with ever faster changing political and market 
environments (e.g., Christensen et al., 2008; Scherrer & Abernathy, 2017).  
5.5 Conclusion 
With this thesis, we contributed to closing the gap between usually practice oriented 
employee survey measurement models and scientific knowledge. In sum, with the 
Transformation-Transaction employee survey model, the presented work provides a foundation 
for designing employee surveys based on a cross-culturally validated measurement model that 
incorporates scientific content and structure. Our research validated the causal assumptions of 
the Transformation-Transaction survey model and found support for its generalizability of work-
unit level.  
Dividing employees’ perception of the work environment into two higher order factors, 
the transformational and the transactional factor of the Transformation-Transaction model, might 
represent the first list of preconditions in the work environment relevant for employees’ 
successful exploration and exploitation or organizational ambidexterity in general (e.g., O’Reilly 
& Tushman, 2013). Our finding that the transactional factor mediates the influence of the 
transformational factor onto people outcomes and organizational outcomes sheds new light on 
organizational ambidexterity, implying that preconditions for exploitation need to be in place 
before exploration can have a positive impact on employees’ job attitudes and performance.      
Thus, my thesis contributed (1) on a methodological level, by developing a first all-
around scientifically sound employee survey model measurement model, (2) on a theoretical 
level by contributing to the understanding of the emergence of people outcomes from 
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employees’ work environment perception and organizational ambidexterity theory and (3) on an 
empirical level by validating the presented models’ causal structure and offering first evidence 
for the relevance of multi-level modeling in employee survey models. 
Although the Transformation-Transaction model still needs to develop further gradually 
from an accumulating body of evidence, I strongly believe, when building on the model, 
organizations can directly apply the principles of evidence-based management and improve 
organizational development, change management and managerial decision making.  
 “It is not the strongest of the species that survive, nor the most intelligent, but the one 
most responsive to change.” – Charles Darwin 
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